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SPRING HAS SPRUNG - Tom Anderson and Rico Peret·ti of Quigley Hall take advantage of this week's good weather.
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Parking issue being raised
by Patricia Reed

Parking tickets written by campus police are collected by the
state district court. That's a prcr
blem for Central because the
money goes to the state, rather
than the school.

can appeal in person. That would vandalism.
be the final decision.'
'Western has 28 students who
Jay Hileman of the BOD said, " patrol at night. Central has two.'
We would use the money to pave Hileman commented.
the residence hall parking lots.
Central also ha-s the lowest fines
Some are in very bad shape. for parking violations of any state
Hopefully we can set up our own .university, according to Hileman.
The BOD would raise the fines to
five to $25, depending upon the type
of offense. Currently fines range
from two to $25.
The appeals committee would be

composed of one administrator or
faculty member, one campus safety officer, and three students. None
of these would be pa~d.
Penalties for not paying a parking ticket would be similar to those
used when a housing bill is not
paid. Students would not be able to
register or get a copy . of their
transcript. Faculty members
would have the amount of the fine

deducted from their paycheck.
This system may be feasible, but
its legality · is in question. The
Assistant Attorney General for the
school, Gary Ikeda, could not be
reached for comment.

· Judge Thomas, the district court
judge in charge of collecting the
fines is expected to rule soon on the
proposal.

Tuition hike tough to fight
by Stan Peery

Central' s Board of Directors
(BOD) is trying to change the
system.
Board member Jack Page
described what they want to do.
., 'The fines would be collected at
the Cashie!"'s office. If a student o~
faculty member wants to R¥peal it
they submit a written prot st to a
hoard of five volunteers. L 1ey'rri

r . . t af . Jied v.;-"th the ies· t, tie

1

priority system, which lots to pave
first. The Physical Plant has its
own priority system, starting. with
lot F [to the west of the Instructional Building]. I've been over
there to see wha~ con tition it was

m.

It'~

certain:y better ;11.a:n the

"esidence i.1all 1:ts.·
Some of the money would. also go
to fund stude. ". patrols of ;J e park. g rnts at night o '.· lp ·sco rage

I

I
I
I

Olympia, Central's student
According to Eric Gleason, state · government would support the
representative to the Washington hike based on three criteria:
1. The cost of the increase is
Association of University Students,
the tuition hike proposals currently evenly divided among all students.
2. More money is made available·
in the works by the state
for
financial aid.
legislature will be difficult to
3. Opportunities are made
defeat.
available to increase student ser- .
State statute requires the student vices and activity fees.
to pay 25 percent of the total cost of
In terms of financial aid, there
higher education. Student monies will be more for fewer students
currently only pay for 18 percent.
because, according to John B.
If the bill were defeated Gleason Liboky, director of financial
says, "there would be a drastic cut coilnseling and aid.
in services and programs aswellas
"The federal gover nment is placmaterials such as tables and ing more limitations on who
chairs."
receives finanacial aid. Some factors
are the income of the
The Ce tral student government student's family and how many cf
\vrote to the state legislature some them are in college," Liboky said .
time go, describing jts stand on the "We need to hear more from
prposed tuition increase. Actor- students about their financial procling to the L72formation sent to blems if we're to help."

!.__________ _
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Richards selected
as Crier editor ,

.

Return those dirty dishes 1
If there are trays stacked up on
the empty desk in the office or
mold is gro~ing in the cup of coffee
you bought two weeks ago and the
food from last month's lunch is no
longer distinguishable, then the
SUB cafeteria is playing your
song.
The tune is that of a campuswide Amnesty Day sponsored by
the cafeteria to encourage
· students, faculty and staff
. members to return all borrowed
eating utensils to the proper
authoriites.
The Amnesty Day is slated for
tommorrow according to Cathy
Evans, food services supervisor.
because there is a shortage of
dishes and silverware in the
cafeteria. According to Evans "No
questions will be asked-just bring
the items back.".
The shortage · was discovered
last weeks.:- dinner theatre, when
the cafeteria didn't have enough
forks to go around. ,SUB Opera-

tions Director Karen Moawad said
they had to borrow some from
Hohnes Dining Hall.
The next day Evans went on a
fork hunt to some of the offices on
campus collecting silverware from
unsuspecting patrons. While she
didn't cover the entire campus the
trip was so successful (almost 250
pieces were found) she planned
another excursion.
On the second outing she was

Commenting on he~ appointment
CWU senior Jan Richards has
been selected Campus Crier editor- Richards said "I have enjoyed
in-chief for spring quarter accor- working with the staff this year
ding to mass media department and am looking forward to next
quarter. I . hope we can keep the
chairman James Goodrich.
Richards is a graduate of Davis · quality of the Crier high and it
High School in Yakima where she : looks like I'll .have a good staff to
worked as feature editor for two ' work with."
years on the school newspaper and
served as yearbook editor. She
John P. Foster, advisor of the
then went on to Yakima Valley Col- Crier said "Richards is planning
lege where she was editor of the some basic changes in layout and
student publication the Galaxy.
we're (mass media faculty) confiTransferring to Central in 1979 dent she'll do a fine job."
. Richards has worked on the Crier
Richards is replacing former
scouting for trays, plates and other as Arts and Entertainment editor edi!or Sheila Countryman who is
for ahnost two years before stepp- interning at the Wenatchee Woi'ld
dishes belonging to the cafeteria.
Evans pointed out if people want ing into th~ ~ole of editor-in-chief. next quarter.
to take their food with them there
are paper and plastic utensuS
available upon request.
So don't feel as though you need
to wait until the cafeteria closes or by Krista Kortum
the processes employed in adopdress in disguise to return those
ting or rejecting state laws. The
unwanted dishes just stroll 011
A unique educational experience rewards and frustrations of state
down on Amnesty Day and designed to familiarize college law-makers become all too apremember-no questions asked!
students with the state legislative parent.
process will open here March 23.
The conference will be
Hosted by the political science highlighted with speeches by prodepartment, the eighth annual ·ses- minent local and state political
sion· of the Washington Student figures.
Legislature (WSL) will train
The conference is open to all instudents in the skills of resear- terested college students, with
ching, writing, debating and lobby- registration Monday, March 23
ing for legislative bills.
from 9 a.m. to noon at the Conhigh school years, Arcidiacono
An educational organization ference Center. Registratin fee for
said. "They are shutting established in 1973, WSL is com- the five-day conference is $90,
themselves out of many career
prised of students from private and which includes lodging, meals,
choices when they opt out of high
public colleges, universities, com- some materials and supplies for
school math," he said.
munity colleges and vocational in- state delegates. The fee for Central
Registration for the workshop is
stitutes.
students is $7 .50 wJUch covers all
$4. Young women in seventh
Through active involvement in material costs.
through twelfth grades may mock Senate and House commitFor more information about the
register by calling the CWU Math tees during the week-long sessions, conference, contact Eric Gleason,
Department, (509) 963-2103.
students become aquainted with . political science department.

CWU hosting WSL conference

t=====================================:::t ·

Science and ~ath workshop slated'
Registration is still open for the
The . workshop will feature
''Expanding Your Horizons in presentations by women who have ·
Science and Mathematics" chosen untraditional careers, as
workshop for young Washington well as hands-on sessions for parwomen, slated for March 21
ticipants in math and science
Coordinator Michael Ar- areas.
The purpose of the workshop·is to
eidiacono, CWU math professor,
said applications for the all-day conteract the tendency of many
Saturday workshop will remain .young women to drop out of math
and .science curricula during their
open through today.

S:tn~allbusinesses

on the increase

of Ellensburg. Schaake Packing an industrial development comhad been the largest single mittee~ That is one of their main
Students make up a big percen- employer (other than CWU) in Kit- functions and goals, to see if they
can attract business and industrial
tage of the Ellensburg labor pool. titas County.
development to Ellensburg. ParThis labor pool remains available
ticular, job producing industry."
and ready _to ~ tapped ~y Kittitas
Is there cause for concern?
But few industries are currently
If Schaake Packing remains
Count~ ~~~!p~e8 an~. industries.
closed, is it likely other industry thinking about locating in
But there isn't enough industry may locate in the Ellensburg area, Ellensburg, Case said.
"There are things that we (the
here to make use of the number of relieving some of ,the need for
industrial development commitlaborers seeking work in jobs?
"I see nothing coming up that's tee) talk about, but there are no
Ellensburg. Efforts to encourage
new major industry to locate in going to have a dramatic effect on hard prospects right now," said
the job market here," said Case.
· Kittitas C~unty hav~ failed.
Until recently, the Chamber of
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce
Commerce was the only official
The January closing of Schaake president, Robert Case.
organization involved in recruiting
Packing Co., .a beef slaughtering
operation in southwest Ellensbw g "Naturally, we are working and industry to locate in Ellensburg.
"But now, there is also ... (the)
and their present union troubles, are trying to find and locate new
Ellensburg Development Corp.,''
has prompted much community industries to come to Ellensburg.
"The Chamber of Commerce has explained Case. "And there's also
concern about the economic health
a council, a development council,
that is made up of representatices
of the Chamber of Commerce, the
county and city agencies, and the
University , who have been
meeting to coordinate all of the efl:tY Steve Barclift
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forts of all the groups doing
labor. Accomodating class
anything about the job-producing · schedules is often difficult. "But
industry.'' .
naturally, you (the student) can;t
work eight hours a day.''
Last year a major garmentThe closing of the meat packing
making firm, Pacific Trails Sportplant seems to fit a pattern.
The timber industry is down. swear, was considering locating a
Ellensburg once was an active plant in Ellensburg. Negotiations
railroading center, but the railroad were eventually dropped because
reduced its operations here. Many of the high cost of buying or renting
railroaa employees lost their jobs. space here and the plant was built
While the economic picture does in Moses Lake.
not look good for Ellensburg, Case
An electronics company,
said they are continuing to recruit
Sunstrand Electronics, a national
industry.
firm locally based in Redmond,
"What we're looking for are facWash., also chose not to locate here
tories and things that are (able to
last year. High rent was again the
provide) high-paying jobs.
chief reason.
"The manufacturers, the people
"Now, of course, our growth is in
who want to locate, are looking for
other things. Right now, our job oplow-cost labor if they can find it."
portunites are more in fast foods,
Asked if the University had
restaurants and the service kinds
created a low-cost labor pool that
of jobs," Case explained.
might attract industry, Case ex''Right now there has been a lot
plained this was partially true.
of activity in small businesses,,,
Case said some manufacturers
said Case. ''As the cost of living
feel they can't rely on college
goes up and the income doesn't
stretch far enough, there's always
the inclination to start a little
business such as furniture repairing or all kinds of little things."
He said more than 100 licenses
for new businesses were issued last
year, an increase over previous
years. These new businesses do not
directly make many more jobs
available, but they increase city
revenues and add to the tax base.
"And that in effect may stimulate
the job market somewhat," he added.
Case said he· doesn't forsee any
slowing in the rate of small
businesses opEming ·in Ellensburg.
"There has been ~ ~!1ri.fi~? nt ~'>

Is~

Photographers,
Writers t~

for spring ~
. Campus Crier
opening for photo editor

•. \

ti -...
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Child abuse ••
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.No language hut a cry ·

by Kathy Bradshaw

The probleins ·of the abused,
neglected, and battered child, as
well as the families, are not the exclusive territory of a single professsion - be it law, medicine, nursing, social workers, or
psychiatry. They are. problems
which require the collective combined skills of many professionals
and paraprofessiona~.
Unfortunately, the tendency has
been "to go it alone", and deny the
possible benefits of other
disciplines to help. Each group
tends to view problems from their
own narrow perspective, and to ,
consider tJle approach as wholly
adequate. But there particularly
lacks an understanding of the ~egal .

issues invo_!Yed in this delicate
work. And on that decision, most
orders agree.
Then in 1971, the Legislature required mandatory reporting on the
part of anyone, not necessarily just
professionals. The child abuse
reporting law, incidentially, has
been amended ahnost every time
the legislature has been in session.
These amendments have
reflected the following: honest concern about the issues and treatment of child abuse, the beginning
of federal help and aid, and the
strong support from the professional as well as the lay community .

I.aw is notoriously ambiguous,
and the average individual has a
hard time figuring out the procedure for a child abuse case.
Never the less, the Washington
State Legislature enacted the first ·
child abuse reporting law in 1965.
The law states that anyone in an
area of professional connection to
an assumed abuse case must
report it.
As a legal overview, niuch of the
work of the past fifteen years has
been directed toward the passage
of reporting statutes and the
gradual refinement of these standards to enhance successfully
treatable reports:
.
·It is the intent of the Washington

1

State Law that comprehensive protective services be provided for the
abused, neglected, exploited, and
abandoned children found in the
state. It is also there to assist the
parents or persons legally responsible for them, in overcoming problems that can lead to violent
situations, and to generally
safeguard the victims, which are
the children.
·
However, it must not be forgotten that amongst all of this, the
children still do not have rights to
govern themselves. Therefore, it
. Will always be others doing, speaking, hurting and ·caring for them
until the day that there is an outlet
for young children to voice their
· situations.

.•:Math anxiet'.y workshop offered.-;
Whether math anxiety is defined
as ~ I-can't syndrome or an irrational distaste for and aviodance of
any task involving the use of math,
the bottom line is the same-some
people are terrified of anything
having to do with numbers.
And .· a deficiency in math
preparation is the cruc~al block to
entering many professions, according·to sociology Prof. Laura Appleton.
She will direct a CWU community service project during April,
May and June designed to combat
. math anxiety and increase math
skills.
Appleton will direct a free spring
program which will include eight
groups, each with about a dozen
members, who will meet once ·a
week for 10 weeks with group
leaders, who are people with math
and ·counseling skills interested in
math anxiety and how it can be
licked.
"The 10-week series of Small
group workshops is designed to
help people who want to be able to
make their bank statement match
their checkbook balance, who want
confidence to enroll in an algebra
or statistics class, who want to be
able to help their kids with math
homework, who want to go out to
lunch with the gang and be able to
figure their portion of the check.''
she said.
Appleton emphasized the
workshops will be tuned to help
each participant reach a personal
goal.

Groups are planned for students
at the junior high, high school and
university level, as well as groups
for adults.
The workshops will be low-key,
where everyone shares the same
concerns, Appleton said.
They are modeled after sessions
developed in Seattle by Dr. Nancy
Cook, director of the "Improving

over the last century, she pointed careers. All too often, Appleton men an~ women are invited to paro ut. "They are selecting said,girlsdropoutofthemathcur- tici~te in the free workshops,
gr ;im at the University of themselves out of academic fields · riculum in high school when they
·which Will begin early in April. · .f..~ ··
Washington Department of Educa- of study requiring extensive use of · first encounter difficulty.
math even before they get to colCommunity members and ·,
tion.
·
"Sometimes .they are even rein- University students may register
· Cook is also involved iri the CWU · lege," she said.
Until they reach puberty, _both forced by parents, counse.•ors and ·· by·calling or visiting the sociology
project, having spent three Saturdo equally wellon math ap- friends to give up on math. ·1".''- nc:e department, 963-1305, Instructional
sexes
days this winter here, training
team leaders on the small-group titude and achievement tests, Ap- it is seen . as less ne~ess .... ry · for Building, 409.
.....
approach to confronting math anx- pleton said. And studies confirm as them than, say, typing skills,'' she
Pre-registration for the free .. ,
many boys as girls dislike math.
said.
iety. .
·
workshop will be required, Ap- ·
The difference is boys take math
Appleton said group. members
But math anxiety is not unique to pleton said, to help group leaders
will talk about their avoidance of courses in high sehool and are
situations that involve using math. . aware of its necessity for their women. Appleton stressed both prepare for the sessions.
"Our object is to help them improve their math skills so they will
have the confidence to enter the
math classes they need to gain
wide. career choices, to qualify for
During ~er )pt~rn~p.. . ~k~ .,, .
job advancement, or just feel com- by Glenda Wallace
first met Morrison when he was a
I
fortable in general with tasks that
i
Republican - state r~presentitive
involve computations."
This June when college!
from Zillah. When she heard he
For example, the junior high graduates· hit the street with :
was running for Congress last sumgroups will work with basic math diplomas in hand arid a job on their ;
mer, she decided to activate her
skills, percents and fractions; high mind, Central student Allison !
growing interest in politics.
school students will concentrate on Stewart will be flying to ·
. So, working full-time for
basic skills, as well as pre-algebra . Washington D.C. to. start working •
Yakima's Sears store, where she
and pre-geometry; college for Washington Congressman Sid ·
had been employed the past three
students will do algebra refreshers Morrison.
years, she voltiriteered 15 hour$
and some . pre-statistics; while
Stewart, from Yakima,
.week as 'campaign phone.bank'' ;o)
cominunity groups will brush up on graduating in political science and ·
supervisor.
skills they have not used for law and justice, was a voluteer
When she returned to CWU in ·
awhile.
·
worker during Morrison's bid for
September,
she
became
Appleton pointed out afternoon, Congress this summer.
Morrison's "man on campus," she
evening and week-end groups are
A transfer student from Yakima
said.
.
planned to accommodate people's Valley College, Stewart arrived to
With Morrison's primary defeat
Central in September 1979 with her
schedules.
of CU.ude Oliver, R-Kennewick·,
One of the "hinging factors" in associate of arts degree. Under the
and his victory over incumbent
changing the status of women is law and justice program she began
Democrat Mike McCormack,
Allison Stewart
society is for them to achieve oc-· working toward ·becoming a
. Stewart celebrated with the Morcupational parity with men, she paralegal.
rison camp. But her work was
In the course of her studies
said. "Yet, as recently as 1977, naover.
"I learned a lot about the
tional studies showed 80 percent of Stewart applied for a legislative inThen in late November, with
legislature and the political lot of encouragement · from her
the women working in the U.S. ternship.
were in clerical, sales, service and
She worked for Pete Spiller, a system,'' said Stewart of her time friends, parents and professors, ' ,. .. ·
f~ctory jobs, where full-time worklobbyist for the Washington Fire in Olympia, adding, "The system Stewart wrote to Morrison's caming women had a median income of Commission, for three months, really works."
paign manager Gretchen · White,
Stewart's foray into the his current administrative assis$8,814, compared to 15,070 for commuting from Tacoma. Earning $50 a week stipend in addition legislative world changed her tant, inquiring about .a job.
men," she said. .
The number of women in profes- to academic credit, Stewart helped career goal; she incorporated a
sional careers requiring math pro- lobby for three bills, two of which political science major into her
study program.
fidency "has not greatly increased passed, she said.
Mathematics Ability for Teachers

and Teachers in Training" · pto-

Allison goes to Washintgon

a

a .

a,
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Editorial
A little spring
cleaning

Gotcha
As a result of the cutline
on President Donald Garri·
ty's front page picture in
last week 1.S edition, the
Campus Crier's alleged ad·
visor has been on the run
most of the week trying to
keep a step ahead of the
irate readers who have
been so kind as to take time
to write or telephone expressing their concern.
The Crier is pleased to
report President Garrity,
who was amused by the
statement, at no time held
any malice against the
paper and that he pointed
immediately toward the
muckraking culprit. If you
don't approve of the actions
of our alleged advisor, you
are not alone. Even the
bulls at the Ellensburg
Rodeo can't stand to have
him in the arena with them~

by Matt McGillen

I'm hating Ronald :Reagan.
With the way he wields his budget-cutter, he makes Jack the Ripper
look like a nice guy~ I'm afraid the old guy has watched one to many
Vega-matic commercials. If he changes the slice to dice any more I think
I'll scream. Quietly of course. Wouldn't want those Moral Majority folks
to put me oil their hit list (are you listing Kevin M.?)
Seriously, I car. not believe what that man has done so far. He's already
chopped off over40 BILLION D~LLARS off of "Jimma's" budget. And
you and I, friends, ate going to feel as much of that pinch as anybody.
Seems Ronnie has it in for us struggling college students.
The gray-haired ex-<actor pulled the plug.on low-interest bank loans for
us who strive to get some book learnin' Why? Only his interior decorator
knows for sure (someone had pay for those new drapes, I guess)
Maybe the old guy is getting senile, or perhaps just a bit absentminded.
You think he'd remember how hard it is to make it through school on a
fixed-income. Which is u. ally fixed at about o.·
One group of chap." who won't have to tighten their belts it seems is the
war mong ... er, tht: defense department. Ronnie, my man, has added 32
BILLION DOLLARS to their pocket books. (How many times can you kill
an enemy anyway?) ,
Yes, I'm hating Ronald Reagan. For making my semi-difficult existence a little harder. But, hey, I got what I deserved. And so did you unless you voted for "Jimma" or John Anderson. If you did cast your
ballot for either of those two, then you have the small consolation of knowing that you had no part in putting Mrs. Reagan's boy in the White House.
Ronald Reagan is not the only person on my "hit" list, either (in your
face Moral Majority).
Steve Decou, owner of Pizza Mia is right up there too. No matter that
you give away a few anchovie deluxes at halftime. My personal opinion of
your pizza-gate? Caught in an economic crunch - through no fault of your
own (Jimma, Jimma, can you hear me) - you looked to the area closest to
home to help solve your money woes. Employee thefts. Score one for
cleaning up your own kithcen. Minus fifty for the way you went about it.
The less-than-honest employees that got caught with your hands in the
cookie jar (or was it grinders on your breath?). Stealing is stealirig, kids.
John Frazzini is right next to Steve. Your intent might have been adrm°'rallie't out ·yoUr-' constant harassment of the officals and opposing
players was a big pain in the opposite of top. Score three for your backing
of CWU sports. Minus 35 for those legs.
And right next to Steve and John is the CWU hoop squad themselves.
Score 10 for making it to Kansas City. Minus 50 for getting blown away.
Score an additional 40 for the best roller-coaster ride a fan ever had. (In
other words, guys, you break even, which is more than I can say for the
rest of those on this list.)
John P. Foster for your one direct contribution to the Campus Crier,
thauks but no thanks. Score 2 for humor. Minus 37 for placement.
To all those out there in never-never land who find all the time in the
world,to criticize the college newspaper - but can't seem to scrape up a
single minute to try and improve it. Score o. for telling us something
useful. Minus 46 for the way you said it. (After all, it's the thought that
counts).
At this point, I would normally bestow my "hats-off-to" awards, but
there aren't any - except one. Sheila Countryman, editor of the Crier,
deserves a tip pf the brim from us all. You have no idea how hard she has
worked, the time she has put in - not to mention the candy she brings to
the office.
So long Sheila, good luck out there in the real world.

·

- Stop and smell the lilacSby Cindy Phipps

them I wanted to be a helicopter dards?
So often people are overlooked pilot. Everyone laughed and I They are a lesson in patience as
and misjudged, like the old and burst into tears.
well as compassion; mirroring in
handicapped. Because of their visi- · I suppose they laughed because ·their handicap our own imperfecble or internal differences their of the then ridiculousness of a girl tions and flaws, however perfect
potential and contributions to life · wanting to do something so much a ·we believe ourselves to be.
are discounted.
mans' job and I cried because I
Maybe we believe we just don't
I can remember an old person, a · was serious.
have the time to deal with them or ·
woman, who took the time and
This wonderful woman pulled listen to senseless advice. This is
thought to show some people in me into her lap and told me there · especially true of young people and
particular, what life and ourselves was nothing wrong in such an am- their parents. We think we know
were all about.
•bition because of my sex; that everything and all too often are
Mrs. Nelson was my third grade there certainly was something proven wrong.
teacher and it was said by many of :more in store for women than sav- It is always so easy to forget to
· her peers she was senile. She was ·ing Betty Crocker box tops. She show our appreciation or thank
rather old, true, but she never once believed anything was possible and ·those people for the time and care
believed it herself. She wore for me it became so. She was they have put into our lives.
· outrageous bits of jewelry, finger .unlike another teacher who told me But no matter how hard times
painted with the best of us and :I didn't have to worry about doing get, there always seems to be so. could burst into song at seemingly !Well in math since I was a girl.
meone who will pull you to their lap
odd times. She created such a i She made me proud of being dif- and let you know there is nothing
wonderful atmosphere for ferent in my thoughts and goals wrong in being who you are.
relating.
and being young I did not realize
So maybe look around and
, One day Mrs. Nelson had ·each the impact that "senile" old realize how you affect people's
child stand and tell the class what woman had on my life.
lives and how they in turn can
they wanted to be when they grew The handicapped or retarded too enhance yours. Thank them. They
up. All the little girls rattled off the are overlooked in our society. will be grateful and your memories
accepted roles of mother, nurse or Some would go so far as to call of them can be every bit as real as.
secretary, but on my turn I told them a burden, but by whose stan- lilac smells on April days.

'You can't take it with you'
by Ron Overland
SCENE: Randall, the art
buildllig on campus on a weekday
afternoon. I am an art major using
the restroom and I come out after
just getting through with what
comes naturally. In my hand I hold
half-a-roll of toilet paper. There is
none at the house as I have just run
out. ·And besides, nobody will miss
half a roll. I start to walk towards
the exit. Suddenly bells ring, lights
start to flash on and off all over.
' A squad of military soldiers armed with M-16 rifles appear out of
nowhere. They come running down
the hall rowards me pointing their
rifles in my direction. I am suddenly aware the roll of toilet paper is
in my hand and hanging onto it, I
raise both my hands over my head.
I'VE BEEN CAUGHT!
The sergeant approaches me; a
cheap cigar butt hangs out of the
CQrner of his mouth. "Where'd ja

git da toilet paper kid?'' Hoping to
throw him off the track, I answer a
question with a question. With
heavy sarcasm, "Why .. .is it a
piece of art?" The sergeant tells
me I know damn well it is and that
I am unqer arrc~t for attempting to
steal an orii ..<.1 roll of "CHARMIN".
I try to explain it isn't a roll of
"CHARMIN", it's just a plain old
roll of' generic toilet paper and it
doesn't cost very much. But the
sergeant still insists that if it's in
the art building then it must be art
and it doesn't matter even if it is
just a cheap copy. Discussion is
useless. ··
Art students and professors are
now looking at the confrontation
taking place. They poke their
heads out classroom doors and line
the hallway. Someone yells out,
"Hey Overland, what's the matter,
don't you have enough creativity to
make your own roll?" Embarrass-

ed, I confess I had spent all the ter the wall behind me. It's a profu- and somewhat tired from an exmoney I had for art supplies and sion of color,. rich in texure, and cessive loss of blood and fall on the
failed to obtain the supplies needed greatly intricate in design that any floor to take a nap. Blood oozes out
in order to make my own toilet abstract expressionist would come of my wounds .causing the floor to
paper sculpture. Maybe, I thought, from far and wide to see.
becomes my canvas as well.I start
just maybe I could sort of act like
Not realizing .I have been to pass out and realize I have left
nothing ever happened and non- critically wounded, I look down · out. something important. Dipping
chalantly
wander
away and notice I appear to be leaking my finger into a puddle of blood, I
somewhere. Besides, they quite profusely from a multitude of sign my name.
wouldn't dare shoot an art student holes all over my body. The bullet
As I pass out, I release my grip
with a cheap roll of generic toilet · hole pattern leaves a sort of stipple on the cheap roll of toilet paper. It
paper in his hands , .. would they? design and I am fascinated by the falls out of my hand but the end of
· So with the toilet paper still in awesome wonder of it all. I also it sticks to my fingers that are matmy hands, I start to move towards notice that my clothes are a real ted with blood. It unrolls, leaving a
the exit whistling "We Gotta Get mess. "Uh, does anyone here know white trail all the way down the
Out Of This Place" by Eric Burdon if this will come out in the wash?", hallway, finally coming to rest
and the Amimals. I almost make it I ask, pointing to the bloodstains. I against a brick wall.
to the exit wpen suddenly the air is start to become upset. "I have a
"The sergeant orders his men to
filled with the sound of gunshots good mind to write my con- disperse the crowd, telling them
and the smell of burnt gunpowder. gressman just as soon as he gets the show is over and they can all go
I've been shot! I turn around and out of jail." "And if that isn't good back to whatever it was they were
tell them that I was only kidding. I enough, I'll send a letter to my doing. As everyone starts to leave,
ask them why they couldn't take a lawyer, as soon as he graduates a voice in the crowd murmurs,
joke but it's too late.
from law school."
"It's really a nice peice of work but
Already my body is full of holes. rfnen, somehow it doesn't matter
I think he puts too much of himself
Parts of my internal organs splat- anymore. I begin to feel quite faint
into it."
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Letters to the edit.or
Writer has m.istaken illlpression
Dear Editor:
Regarding the editorial of March
5 by Kevin Marketon, concerning
the Moral Majority. Marketon
seems to be operating under the
mistaken impression the Moral
Majority is somehow side~1:epping
our election laws "to push its way
into power." "Scare tactics" and
"hit lists" are mentioned, causing
visions of Mafia types to rise in the
reader's mind.

All of this activity is approved by
the Constitution as being a healthy
part.of democratic govenunent. So
why all the furor? Because it is
working, and those who oppose the
Moral Majority are discovering
·that they can no longer run a
liberal free-for-all. The party is
over; Reagan and conservatism
are "in."
But don't give all the blame or
credit to Moral Majority. Liberals
were in trouble long before the

However, a calmer examination
of this organization's operations
presents quite a different view ..
· The Moral Majority is a special interest group, a lobbying force, not
unlike National Organization for
Women, the National Rifle
Association, or the Audobon Society. The organization generally
backs political conservatves who
have introduced or supported
legislation which agrees with their
political philosophy.

Garrity cutline insulting
Dear Editor
This letter is in regard to the caption which accompanied the front
page photograph of CWU President Donald Garrity in the March 5
edition of the Campus Crier.
The printing of such insulting
statements beneath Dr. Garrity's
picture leads one to believe the
Crier staff has lost all sense of 1)
its committment to serious journalism and 2) its committment to
refine America's future journalists.
There are those who say the caption is humorous, and in a sense
this may be so; but the important
point here is the caption was totally uncalled for and held no
relevance to the article with which
it appeared ("Garrity confirms
tuition increase'').
I have learned "through the
grapevine" the Crier staff thought
the caption acceptable .(funny?)
and did not expect it to be met with
dissatisfaction, but they also failed
to recognize the adverse effects the
statements could have on the
publicv and the newspaper's
credibility.
A phOtograph (especially on the
front page) catches a reader's eye
and often contributes positively to
an article's content and

significance, increasing the reader
attention a particular article
receives.
This photograph's effectiveness
in supplementing the information
of the article and in stressing student voice in the matter would
have increased if it had been accompanied by a caption relevant tc
the upcoming tuition increase. By
printing such "humor," the Crier
has demonstrated its lack of pre>fessionalism and its apparent inability to produce a respectable
newspaper publication.
The students of CWU are blessed
with a positive, supportive, and
personable administration and
faculty. President Garrity's personal involvement in Central's
business and activities is an asset
to the quality of education at Central, his support of and involvement with the students of this institution is one of the reasons Central is a great place to go to school.
The ASC Curbstone (at which
Garrity appeared) and the Campus Crier are both student
operated functions. It seems only
lotical that the Crier would make
positive statements reflecting the
products of Dr. Garrity's time and
effort to.talk with the students; or
at least that the Crier would not
print demeaning remarks concern-

ing his appearance.
· I urge the Crier to realize its
mistake in this matter and make
·amends to those involved.
Sincerely,
Dave Tadlock
AHord Montgomery B-223

Below readers'
standards
'
Dear Editor,
As a freshman here at Central, I
have enjoyed reading the Campus
Crier every week. Most of the
stories are interesting and factual,
but the caption under President
Garrity's photo, last week, was in
very bad taste!

November elections. Church and
McGovern retained their seats in
Congress in 1976 by only the slimmest of ·margins - several year~
before the rise of Moral Majority.
Reverend Jerry Falwell did not
strike them down; their constituents, weary of misrepresentation
simply voted these liberals out of
office. Mr. Marketon, is this dictatorship? Have you lost any individual freedoms? You certainly
have freely expressed your opi,nion. And more importantly, you
are free to use their "tactics".
Since you seem to feel so strongly, why not organize a political action committee yourself, instead of
resorting to name-calling ("loudmouthed, obnoxious"), which is

hardly an effective means of persuasion.
Finally, the editorial insinuates
that Moral Majority will fail, having been found to have spread false
rumors about its adversaries. It
seems unlikely that the organization would have risen to such a
position of celebrity and persuasion if this accusation were founded on fact.
A decline in interest in the Moral
Majority two years from now? Just
wishful thinking, Marketon.

Honor P. Lei~en
Whale Apts. No. 16
Ellensburg

.S hould extend apology
Dear Editor:
We strongly object to the caption
under Dr. Garrity's picture in the
March 5 issue. The Crier is not only
distributed on campus but to pre>spective students, alumni, local
businesses and retired employees
and to subject the president of
CWU to ridicule such as this is not
, only bad manners but not worthy
' of a CWU student.
, University students are assumed
I to be adults and should act as such
and to have someone on the Crier
staff acting like a small child (they 1
are kno~ to be cruel to each;

other) reflects unfavorably on the
student body and staff of CWU.
In our opinion, whoever is
responsible for this cutline should
apoligize to Dr. Garrity pers<mally
and in the next issue of the Crier.
Sincerely,
Office of Institutional Studies
Mary E. Phare, Kathryn Creacy,
Arloha Scott, Fem Mettler, Donna
Johnston, Sharon Parker, Elva
Ac kier, Ann Young, Marily
Charlton, Vikki Saari, Tami .
Brown, Elaine Isler, Nancy· V"Ogel
and Dianne C. Hall.

a:

Cutline a cheap shot?

I feel tasteless personal remarks
about an individual's dress habits, " Dear Editor:
looks, and private life are really . .
Concerning the caption under
below the standards of the Campus
Crier readers, and the paper's Dr. Garrity's picture on the front
staff should realize this!
page of the March 5 issue of the
Crier - the poor taste alluded to in
Thank-you, · this caption doesn't hold a candle
Bill High
Meisner Hall
Room 24

· to the poor taste exhitibed by the
· "anonymous" reporter, or should I
say "fashion critic", responsible.
Is this really newsworthy or just
a "cheap shot"?
Jan Gomez
Institutional Studies ·
,

Stick to relevant inforrnation·
Dear Editor:
There are many university
I have several serious concerns presidents who hesitate or refuse
about the article entitled, "Garrity to talk to the student body as Dr.
confirms tuition increase."
Garrity willingly does. I feel the
First, this article for some discussion of Dr. Garrity's warreason was printed without an drobe was not only unncessary but
authors name, which I feel, just as in fact insulting. Fortunately, with
any letter to the editor, should Dr. Garrity's positive outlook on
always be included.
' life I am sure that he took the capThe article itself did a fine job of i tion as the author intended it to be.
relaying much information of inI hope in the future the Crier
terest to students about possible staff will stick to relevent informatuition increases and the fonns tion and appropriate headlines

1

when writing and editing articles,
as well as making sure all articles
are signed. I would like to personally, and for all of the students,
thank Dr. Garrity for the important information he provided the
student body, and for his constant
availability to the student of Central.

·Call

~t[)()t()IV ILll~l~

9tfl33S 1•llt()~f()

Sincerely,
Shane Inch
Kamola Box 1189

which these increases may take.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
However, I fail to find where Dr.
Garrity, or anyone else for that
matter, ''Confirms tuition increase," or the amount of such increases, as suggested by the
headline.
However, probably the most
distressing and unrelated portion
•BOOKS
of this article was the cutline under
Dr. Garrity's picture. Although
ct
this may have been meant to be r:
humorous it appeared to instead be ;
o COFFEE
rather attacking.
f
We are very fortunate to have a
0t
president who cares enough about
Central and Central's students to
202
FOURTH
speak to us openly and honesUy
962-2375
about an issue which in the near
future may affect all of us.

PRINTS

TEA

E.

· Call in an idea for a story and win!
·rhis week.'s winner:

I

I

,

Id's
®

Alan Hirsh

, NoboID' can do it ·
like McDonald's can1~
I

130~ Canyon Road

I

925-6101

GU.~~I N1Gt-tT March 18
at the Eagles 7 p.m.
Come-and pfay bridge.with u-& . . .
1

.

NO CH-ARGE FOlfGUESTS . '. refr~shments

!served:
For info. or a partn-e r .Shor.o n Fitzsimlll-o ns 962-2334
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TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT
CENTRAL
THIS SUMMER!
WASHINGTON
..

UNIVERSITY

WHY SHOULD I?
RON FROMM 23 year old senior from St. Paul,
Minn. (Park '75), Business major: "It's funny,
even though being an Army officer has always
appealed to me, I didn't take ROTC during my
first two years of college. Then when I heard
that basic camp is a 2 year short cut through
the program, I really started thinking about it
again. Later I learned the best part . . . they
were willing to pay my round trip air fare to
Kentucky plus room and board at Fort Knox. I
made nearly $500 and earned 3 college credits ...
and through it all I had no obligation--kind of a
free look! I think if a student is even remotely
interested, basic .camp is the best way ·to go . . .
afterwards you can make an intelligent decision
if you want to continue or not."

•Take a 2 year short cut through Army
ROTC at CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY by attending a 6 week camp at
Fort Knox, Kentucky, this summer. If
you'd like to know more about what it's
like

t~

be an officer, here's a chance to

take a c-lose look without co.m mitting
yourself.

TRACY BINSFIELD 22 year old senior from Spokane (Mead 'n), Varsity Cross Country/Track,
Criminal Justice Major: "I went to camp to have
a different kind of experience and to learn more
about what it would be like to be an officer.
When I was a student at Spokane Community
College I couldn't take ROTC, so camp gave me
a chance to make up the 2 years I had missed,
plus it also let me take a close look without
having to commit myself. I wouldn't take anything for the chance to travel and meet kids
from all over the U.S. It was really interesting
to see the regional differences in people and to
grow close in friendship. I think those six weeks
were a wise investment in the future....

• We pay your round trip air fare, room
and board, and nearly $500

plus

you'll earn 3 college credits! YOU INCUR NO OBLIGATION WHATSOEVFE:t.
In fact, you are free to leave camp al
/

any time. Our hope is that you'll like
PETE LETZ 23 year old senior from Curlew (Curlew '76), Social Work major: "Camp was a learning experience In a variety of ways. The objective
was to bu/Id leadership and self confidence. It's
a challenge to be dealt with head on, a chance
to make new friends and learn teamwork. Camp
has hardships, but it's not all mud and boots . . .
there is ample time to visit the Officer's Club and
to check out the Louisville area. We rode one of
those big paddlewheel steamboats down the
Mississippi River and went to the Kentucky Derby racetrack. The main thing is that camp
opened up a few more doors to my future. The
training received is valuable no matter what I
ultimately do. And now that I'm back on campus,
the $100 per month I receive from ROTC really
helps out financially!"

what you see and continue with ROTC
next fall - if not, no questions asked.
• You'll meet both male and female students· from over 275 universities. You'll
learn _such things as leadership skills,
map reading, first a·id, marksmanship,

ZACH BONDS 19 year old sophomore from
·Medical Lake (Medical Lake '79), Biology major:
"Basic camp was truly a super experience and
well worth the time spent there. I learned a lot
more than I thought I would and met many interesting people. I actually looked forward to what
unique experiences each day would bring and
began to realize that becoming an officer
would be valuable no matter what career I
choose in the future. The best thing about camp
was that it helped me make a decision I'm happy
with. The worst thing was having to say goodbye
to all my new friends."

communications, and self-confidence. ·
• Spread. your wings this summer and
visit the historic heartland of America. ·
You'll have ample time to see the sights
and make great memories ... and you
just might discover an attractive possi•

SELECT YOUR CAMP DATE:
•M.AY 17-JUNE: 25
•MAY 25-JULY 2
•MAY 31-JULY 9
•JUNE 28-AUGUST 6
•JULY 5-AUGUST 13
•JULY 12-AUGUST 20

bility for your future!

• Drop by Peterson Hall anytime and view
our 10-minute color film about YOUR
summer adventure!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CA.L L COLLECT (509) 963-3518

~DDDDDDOOOOOOOOO
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Camp'r's Gourmet
St. Patrick's Day treats
by Bonnie Cornelison

March 17th commemorates the
celebration of Ireland's patron
saint 11 St. Patrick". Throw a party
after class to celebrate with the
Irish. We have created St. PatrickS
Day snacks that will be a joy to
your guests. Green is the appropriate color scijeme and our
selections carry this theme
through.
·
Use paper leprechans, and all
the greenery you have available as
decorations. Shamrocks are the
emblem of Ireland and represent
the "Trinity of Unity".

CRUDITES WI DIP ·
CRUDITES:
1 cucumber sliced thin and
quartered
1 bunch radishes, washed and
stemmed
l can mushrooms, whole
DIP:
1 green pepper
1 cup plain yogurt
4 tablespoons french dressing

dash garlic
Cut a thin slice from the stem
end of the green pepper. Wash pepper and remove seeds and membrane. Combine· remaining ingredients ans mix well. Pour dip into
green pepper, place on a platter
and serve with ci::udites.

FRUIT CUPS
STUFFED CORNUCOPIAS
1 package salami slices

potato salad
toothpicks
Roll each slice of salami into a
cornucopia and secure with a
toothpick. Just before serving time
stuff each cornucopia with potato
salad.

4 oranges
1 medium can mandarin orange
sections, drained
! ~HEESEY POPCORN
LIME FROSTED GRAPES
114 pound green grapes, washed
4 marischino cherries
1 batch popcorn
ih cup sugar
1 cup cheddar cheese, grated very Vz cup lime fruit-flavored gelatin
green grapes
Cut each orange in half and fine
remove meat. Notch edges or cut 114 cup butter, melted
in a zig-zag fashion. Fill each cup
Combine sugar and gelatin. Dip
with mandarin sections and green
Prepare popcorn as directed. clusters of washed grapes into
grapes. Top each cup with a While hot add cheese, butter. Salt water then into gelatin mixture.
cherry.
to taste and serve immediately.
Dry clusters on wire cake racks.

PISTACHIO PETITES
1 white cake mix
2 boxes instant pistachio pudding ,
112 cup water
Vz cup milk
1 cube marg_arine, melted
5 eggs, well beaten
Combine cake mix and instant
pudding. Stir iri water, milk, and
margarine continue beating until
well blended. Fold in beaten eggs
and-mix thoroughly. Pour mixture
·· futo ii farge greased ·shee~ cake
pan. .Bake at 350 fro 35 minutes.
Cut cake into desired shapes and
frost with fondant frosting.
· 1 pund powdered sugar
3/4 cup water
Combine and · pur over cake
while cake is still hot.

ST. PATRICKS DAY
PUNCH

FORCWU

STUDENTS

1 can (10 ounces) crushed pineapple, chilled
1 can frozen limeade concentrate,
thawed
1 can apple juice, chilled
2 trays ice cubes
3 cups cold water
2 bottles ginger ale, chiUled
gree~ food coloring

Place ice cubes in punchbowl.
Combine all ingredients except
ginger ale and food coloring. Pour
over ice cubes and stir well. Just
before serving add .ginger ale, stir
and serve immediately.

CHOCOLATE FONDUE
The Conference Center, Housing (Residence Halls and Apartments) and Food Services will accept applications for our ~ux
iliary Services Cu~todial Apprentice Program th'rough March 20, 1981. We need qualif~ed stu.dents t~ assist our professional
staff during the school year, vacation and summer time activities . Custodial apprentices will be paid $834 per month plus
housing accommodation~ for the summer.
Our on-the-job training program has been designed to increase the knowledge and experience of the selected individua.ls.
Fu.II-time summer employment will be available to those who successfully fulfill job requirem~nts . Students that are interested in applying for the Custodiai Apprentice Program are urged to apply as soon as possible.
Applications are

avail~ble

at either the Housing Office in Barge 103 and the Scheduling Office at Holmes Dining Hall.

••

Auxiliary Services

· 1 can (16.5 ounces) ready-serve
· chocolate frosting
1 cup water
2 cups fresh strawberries, washed
and hulled
2 cups angel food cake squares
In a saucepan bring 1Vz cups
vater to boil. Remove from heat
and place chocolate frosting in its'
own container in the hot water.
Frosting will begin to melt. Add i
cup of water to frosting continuing
to stir until liquified. Pour into a
dessert fondue or remove label and
serve it in its' own container. Pra:vide fondue dippers and surround,
dip with strawberries and cake
.bits.
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Arts and Enterta:i nment
Ha ar hot, Nu ent not

Review

by Kevin Marketon

Last Saturday night Central was treated to a real rock-and-roll show. Ted Nugent and
Sammy Hagar rocked Nicholson Pavilion and the 3500 fans inside into submission in the
first major .-;oncerf here in two years.
The concett~e off-smoothly, with few problems in the audience. The worst incident occured whema'l~cfoo .367-caliber Magnum pistol turned up in a routine search for contraband at the .gate; Campus Police Chief Al Teeples said that the person possessing the gun
had a valid permit to carry a concealed weapon, and the gun was held for the duration of the
.
concert for ''saf~keeping".
Opening act Sammy Hagar, who is a headline act in his own right, brought the crowd to its
feet with sea.f.ing guiUir playing and hot vocals. Hagar seemed to enjoy playing his set, as he
was constantly shaking and slapping hands with the audience, who applauded when he said
he wanted to inake a ,return engagement at Central.
Hagar really.set the crowd on fire with "Plain Jane" and "20th Century Man." One of the
things that made him so popular was the energy he put into his performance. Hagar appeared to be in good condition, as he hardly broke a sweat during his hour-and-a-half performance.
It seemed as if Hagar could do nothing wrong. Song after song, he continued to put forth
music that had a dynamic, energetic yet controlled,' mastered sound that is best described
·as "groove". music.
The band Supporting Hagar selaoin slouched, and they gave more than adequate backup
for his efforts on guitar and vocals. He left the crowd wanting more, and returned for an encore.
Forty minutes later Nugent came on stage and was met by a raving crowd waiting to be
engulfed in heavy metal rock-and-roll. After the first song, I was disappointed in Nugent's
peformance ..Perhaps it was because of the superb performance Hagar gave, or perhaps it
was Nugent's fault.
Onstage NtigeQt seemed lifeless, tired and without enthusiasm. Granted, he did go
through the motions of his routine, but he appeared as if he just wasn't up for the concert.
Perhaps the ·small size of Nicholson Pavilion was re311U di!s- foF his lackluster performance. It appears that the crowd was dissapointed in Nugent, but wanted to see more of
Hagar.
I have been to several rock concerts, and this by far was the loudest concert I ever attended. When Hagar performed, I wondered if my ears could take the punishment; Hagar was ·
good, but a little too loud for such a small building. When Nugent stepped onstage, I was ·
shocked to hear the volume level even louder than Hagar's.
·At times, I could not understand which song Nugent was playing because of the volume i
leveJ.S. Music became noise.
I was also disgusted with the yulgarity that Nugent displayed in both his speech and ac-

tions. I wonder how the persons seated up front that were spit on felt after paying ten dollars
to see the show.
About the only thing good about Nugent was his light show. Four cannon-sized spotlights
mounted high on the second level provided a fascinating display. The stage was also a
masterpiece of placement, as there was not one wasted inch of spar.e on the entire stage.
Hagar was clean and obviously enjoyed performing, whereas Nugent was rude and obnoxious. Hagar also ·expressed a desire to return, a n~tion that was well-received by the audience. Hopefully sometime in the future, Hagar will return by himself, and finish the job he
only started to do Saturday night.

Jazz sextet debuts at Jazz Nite
A new vocal jazz sextet will make its debut Friday, at Central's Jazz
Nite. Showcasing student arrangements of 1950's arid 60's jazz tunes, the
three men-three women ensemble will be backed up by Jazz Band I, conducted by Music Prof. John Moawad.
The two-hour show will also feature jazz choirs, directed by graduate
student Dave Barduhn and undergraduate Kelly Kunz, two jazz bands,
led by Moawad and Barduhn, as well as a men's vocal quartet.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. show in the SUB Ballroom are $3 adults, $2
students.
For both Moawad and Barduhn's groups, the home concert falls in the
middle of a busy spring performance schedule.
Bardhun's jazz band made concert appearances March 4 and ·5 in
Spokane and at the University of Idaho invitational jazz festival.
Both Barduhn and Moawad·were judges of the high school division com. petition at the Idaho-hosted festival March 6 and 7.
Central's jazz choir performed at Shoreline Community College and
Roosevelt High School in Seattle at the end of February, making a record
at Shoreline's vocal recording facilities.
The Moawad band and Barduhn choir will start their annual tour of
school clinics and public concerts April 21, through to the Puget Sound
area, and heading south for the band's entry in the Pacific Coast College
Jazz Festival at the University of California-Berkeley on April 25.
The band will be judged on a 30-minute performance as well as a sightreading contest, Moawad sajd,
Also during April, the Central's jazz program will host a vocal jazz
"summit", an invitational festival of community college choirs from
Washington and Oregon.
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Hagar: I'll come back and 'pack this place'
by Kevin Marketon

"As long as you're in good physical condition, you can be forty, not look it, and go onstage
and be a wild man and really mean it." So says Sammy Hagar, immediately following an
energetic performance Saturday night in Nicholson Pavilion.
Hagar, who contends that staying in shape is the key to the future for rock musicians who
want to stay in the business for a while, runs forty-five miles a week himself, so he can continue to give powerful performances with relative ease.
Hagar has expressed a desire to return to Ce_n tral in the future, saying he was impressed
with the warm welcome he received here. Only next time, he will return as a headline act.
Hagar wotild have preferred to have played his entire set and have his own lighting, but he
was between shows.
"I happened to be doing two shows with him, and I said sure, I'll do this one, it's just either
sit in a hotel tonight or play. So I said 'Hell, I'll play a show before I'll sit in a hotel.'
The dark-blond-haired rock star thought Ellensburg was lucky to have a show of such
magnitude. He said, ''I hate to be arrogant, butJbis is an incredible show for this building,
because I could have packed this place and he could have packed this place on his own, and
we didn't need each other, and in all honesty it was quite a bill. Sammy Hagar and Ted
Nugent is quite a bill. I packed the Coliseum in Seattle New Year's Eve, and that was 16,000
people, and this place isn't that far from Seattle. I'm sure I can pack this place even though
I've never been here, and I plan on coming back here and packing this place."
Offstage, Hagar is opposite of what he presents onstage. If one were to judge his personi;llity solely from his actions onstage, one would think he is a radical, living merely for
pleasure and parties, but when he is offstage, he is a mellow, laid-back and easygoing person.
Hagar also feels he has a lot in common with the man he performed with Saturday night,
Ted Nugent. "Neither one of us takes drugs, and we don't stay up and get drunk every night,
instead we're out hunting, running and exercising, and wrestling people and bears and stuff.
And I take my physical thing very seriously, and so does he."
Hagar originally started his career in the San Francisco area, and he decided to become a
musician after hearing a late 60's rock group, Cream, which featured Eric Clapton. After
the concert, Hagar decided music was to be his thing.
"After I saw Cream," Hagar related, "the first thing I did was go out and steal a guitar. I
saw Cream at the Whiskey-A-Go-Go in their first American appearance, and they just kicked me all over the place. And I said, 'I'm gonna play guitar like that,' and when I saw Eric
Clapton, I realized I wanted to do that."
Other artists' music interests Hagar, as he usually spends "a couple htindred bucks a
week" checking out new albums. He has liked AC-DC since their "Powerage'' album, and
he also likes Bruce Springsteen, because he has good versatility. The Pretenders are also
one of his favorites but he doesn't like New Wave on the whole because half of it, according
.
to Hagar, is so poor it shouldn't be made.
His all-time favorite is Pink Floyd, because of their technical merit. Hagar considers Eddie Van Halen the best guitarist around today but says there are about 100 other guitar
players below Van Halen, all of which can "wail and blow," but none can match Van Halen's
artistic ability.

Sammy Hagar and his lead. guitarist performed last
Saturday in concert with Ted Nugent in Nicholson
Pavilion.
In the early days of Hagar's career, he joined forces with a prospering guitarist, Ronnie
Montrose. Hagar stayed with the group "Montrose" for one albwn, but personal differences
caused him to leave the band. Hagar started a solo career and promptly signed a five-year
contract with Columbia Records.
Recently, Hagar broke away from Columbia to sign with Geffen Records after a lengthy
legal battle with Columbia over contract options. Hagar won the legal battle and ended his
contract with Columbia.
A new album is in the making for Hagar, the tenativ ~ 1.1tle t>t!rng "UXB." He has
plans to go into the studio soon and have the album finished by September, if everything
goes well. He has written twenty songs for it, and Hagar thinks t 11\s will be liJs best effort
yet.

lrt()~ 11 tl3ltilr

PRESENTS

REIGN
Thursday is Ladies Night
9- l :30 p.m.

DRESSED

Enjoy Tequila ·Tuesd'!Y
· Dining room

6:30

EVERY NICiHTM~;\RE
HAS A BECiINNINC)...
11-IIS ONE NEVER ENDS.

a.m. - 1Ojp.m.
I

TOJ\ILL
3, 7 & 9:.30 p.rn.

SUB Theater

Ad111ission: $1.75
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Williams, Jazz Band good mix
by Mike McMul}en

Last week ASC productions successfully brought us the smooth and colorful voice of Joe
Williams, the 60 year old blues singer who more than satisfied 450 eager jazz enthusiasts.
It had been 26 years since Williams visited Central with the Count Basie Orchestra and,
although Williams and Basie aren't together any more, Williams still sings a lot of the old
Bc-sie song book arrangements. He began the show with a Basie tune called "The Come
Back" and "When You're Smiling." The crowd clapped along during "Alright, OK, You
Win" and enjoyed Williams' facial expression and suggestive hand and body gestures during "Like the Way You Walk" both of which are Basie arrangements.
Williams is more than a singer. He's a crowd pleasing knock-out, utilizing his entire body
to describe the texture of music. Between songs he became a story teller, once relenting on
his younger days in Chicago when he first heard Louis Armstrong. He sang the song Armstrong sang then - -"Georgia Brown.
During John Lee Hocker's song "Dimples" the audience was in stitches over his expressions. He sang Duke Ellington's "Love You Madly," then did a ve~sion of a Thad Jones/Mel
Lewis song called "Hallaluya" in which he discribed just how big his baby was, using fully
extended arms.
He ended the show with an arrangement by Erie Wilkins, who also worked with Basie,
called "What the World Needs Now." The crowd gave him a standing ovation·and called
him out for more.
delivered with a Russ Long song ''Save this time for me.'' At the end of
the song he called upon the crowd to show their appreciation to the band, who also received
:i standing ovation.
When tJ1e shaw was over fans surrounded Williams, asking for autographs and he signed
everything from musical note books to a small branch of a tree.
Music Prof. John Moawad said it was a great concert and is going to ask Williams to
return. Williams himself thought the experience was "marvelous" and "a lot of fun."
The Central jazz band backed Williams with a sweet and saucy sound, to borrow an expression, "they wailed." Williams enjoyed working with the band. "For having the material
for only two days they acted like pros, I love to play with young people and they played with
great enthusiasm. I want them to travel.''
·
Central should support its fine jazz program and the versatile promotion department that
brings us a wide range of entertainment - - from legendary jazz figures to world-known eardestroying rock and rollers. Now, how about a little symphonic music or maybe folklore.

He

Jazz legend Joe Williams performed in concert at Central
March 3 in the SUB Ballroom and "wailed" with Central's
Photo by Mike McMullen
Jazz Band.

Shakespeare f estival activities scheduled
The 1981 Season at the Oregon sisting of two evening plays and try on and take pictures of
Shakespearean Festival in one special matinee.
themselves in. The Exhibit Center
Student Rush begins one half is open from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. every
Ashland is underway and once
again provides special discount hour before show time. Students day of regularly scheduled perforplans and other activities for with valid I.D. card may purchase mances. Admission is $2. There is
students.
any remaining tickets for $3.50.
also a Backstage Tour/Exhibit
Backstage tours are given at 10 Center combination for the price of
A 15 percent discount is
available for student groups of 15 a.m. every day there is a schedul- the Tour plus $1.
During March and October,
or more visiting the Festival dur- ed performance. Students attening the discount period, now ding during the discount period workshops, discussions and wannthrough June 18 and Sept. 8 may purchase tickets for $2.55. ups are available to student
groups. Workshops, in which a
through Oct. 29. This does not app- Regular priced tickets are $3.
ly to Friday evening or Saturday
A highlight of the 1981 year is the team of two actors work closely
performances.
new Exhibit Center with displays with a group for two hours take
Special student matinees during focusing on the Festival's past and place between 10 a.m. and noon
March and October are priced at present in photographs, costwnes, any morning except Monday. Also
$3.50 and include a post-play set pieces, and properties. A available any morning of scheduldiscussion with the cast. There is . special room in the Center will con- ed performances are discussions,
also a three play for $12 plan con- . tain costwnes which students can during which one or two company ·

members talk with a group for one
hour. Workshops are $40 per group
and discussions are $20. Advance
reservations must be made.
New this season are warm-ups,
free during March, which take
place forty-five minutes before
curtain time. Festival represen-

tatives prepare each group for a
particular performance in a live
study guide format. Wann-ups
also must be reserved in advance.
For further information or reservations contact the Festival Box
Office, 503-482-4331.

Deadline for film
awards scheduled
The deadline for entries in the
eighth annual Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Science Student

Film Awards competition is April
1, . according to Karen Holmes,
regional coordinator.
Holmes, professor of film at San
Francisco State University, urges
young filmmakers interested in the
competition to contact her at the
SFSU film department, 1600
Holloway Ave., in San Francisco,
(415) 469-1629 or 469-1700.
The Student Film Awards was
established by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and
the Academy Foundation to
recognize and encourage outstanding achievement in film production by college students. The national program is co-sponsored by
The Bell System.
Students in Montana, Wyoming,
Idaho,
Nevada,
Alaska,
Washington, Oregon and Northern
California (inclusive of Santa Barbara northwards), are eligible to
enter the regional competition and
compete for cash grants and
trophies awarded by the Academy ·
for outstanding achievement in
four categories: animation,
documentary, dramatic anti experimentai.
To be eligible, films must hae
been completed after April 1, 1980,
in a student-teacher relationship
within the curriculum of an accredited U.S. college, university, . . . _,
film or art school. Films of any
length in 16, 35 or 70mm may be
submitted. 8mm films may be
entered in regional competition,
but must be converted to a larger
· ' format in order to be eligible for
.~ th~ final judg!Jlg at the Academy.
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·'Shadow Box' staged in ·Threepenny today

')

Shadow Box, the 1977 Pulitzer Magie portrayed by Susan Sonnen,
Prize winning play about living Jefferson City, Tenn.; and his son
and dying, will be staged at Cen- Steve portrayed .by Ben ~akinen,
tr.a~arch 12, 13 and 14 in · Ellensburg. Also in the cast are an
Threepenny Playhouse at 8 p.m. intellectual -named Brian porAdmission is free.
trayed by Jeff Crowe, Vashon; his
A contempor;:iry drama written lover Mark portrayed by Chris
by actor-playwright Micheal · Comte, Longview; and Brian's
Cristopher, Shadow Box explores alcoholic ex-wife Beverely, played
the lives of three patients at the by Lyssa Shaw, Los Angeles, Calif.
,._ ho~ital for t~e terminally ilL
At several points in the play, paIn the forested hills of northern tients and their families are interCalifornia, the · patients live com- viewed by an unseen member of
fortably in cottages where family ·the hospital staff who listens to
and friends can be with them dur- their concerns as they learn to deal
ing the final momnents of their with death.
lives.
Directed by John Feigen, CWU
,-.;;
5'1adow Box opened in 1977 at the senior from Indianapolis majoring
Mark Taper Forum in Los in drama, the student production is
Angeles. Traveling to Broadway, it a drama class project.
was acciaimed by theatre critics.
Feigen has served as president
According to the April 11, 1977, of the Threepenny Playhouse and
New Yorker Magazine:
co-directed last fall's community
"Shadow Box is by no means a Halloween haunted house at the
gloomy affair; again and again it fairgrounds. He has performed in
asif>nishes us by being hilarious.'' "Tobacco Road," "A Christmas
Several months ago the play was Carol," and "Fiddler on the Roof."
_presented on television, directed
"I love the show", states Feigen.
by Paul Newman and starring "The whole artistic experience has
Joanne Woodward and Christopher been wonderful. The discovery of
Plummer.
what you have to go through to porThe cast includes a cranky old tray a character who is dying has
c: woxft'an named Felicity, played by been an experience that will stand
Nesli Maviogla, Spokane; her out in my mind for a long time."
devoted daughter Agnes, played by
Shadow Box is Feigen's first solo
Barbara Grenia, Vancouver; a effort at directing. "I think I'll be
middle aged factory worker played more nervous on this opening night
by Steve Wisher, Tacoma; his wife than the first time I was on stage,"

Guideline
~~_F_il_m_s~~~J '~~~_A_n~~~

-Ii

~

March 9-13 __ MA Thesis Show__
Features Reid Peterson prints and
drawings and Larry Cada's architectural forms in wood. Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery.

M~h 12 - - Dressed to Kill - Suspense comedy about sex and
. fear in Manhattan with Angie
Dickinson, Fred Weber and
Michael Caine. ASC Film, 3, 7 and
9:30 p.m. SUB Theatre.

March 16-20 - -Printing by Patt
Buchanan - - Sarah Spurgeon
Gallery.

Ma~h

13 - - Man of La Mancha - Peter 0' Toole stars in this musical
about a 16th century writer and his
adventures as a visionary
crusader. Ellensburg Public
Library, 6: 45 p.m.

Music

March 15 - - The Late Show - - Stars
Art Carney and Lily Tomlin in

March 13- - Jazz Nite - - 8 p.m. SUB
Ballroom.

dramatic private-eye tale. Classic
Film, 7 p.m. Hertz Hall.

r

P.age 11

March 20 - - Pollyanna - - Hayley
Mills is an orphan girl whose
"upbeat" philosophy touches the
heaifis of a group of cynical adults.
Ellensburg Public Library; 6: 30
p.m.

. March 13-14 - - Community Chorus,
H.M.S. Pinafore - - 8 p.m. Morgan
Jr. High School, tickets available
at door.
March 31 - - Manhattan Transfer - Seattle Center Opera House.

J(egs to go

.$28 ·

Feigen commented.
"Things are really hectic right

and

$21 pony
kegs
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
1302 S. ,R uby

925-9921

of accomplishment when it finally
happens."

~.

t .

Susan Sonnen and Steve Wisher perform in -Central's pro-duction of "Shadow Box,"
in the Threepenny Playhouse March 12,13 and 14. Admission is free.

Springfeaste slated for April
aromas of that time when men
The crocuses are popping-it's vernal season.
The feaste is, strictly speaking, were Lords and women were
time to be thinking bout Central' s
entirely composed of "finger Ladies.
_
"Erly Musike Springefeaste," that
According to Music. Prof. Barsumptious return to medieval food," since the feasting tables of
days, where concert-goers are win- those earlier centuries did not yet bara Brummett, creator and
boast eating implements.
choreographer of the ev~nt, res~r- .
ed and dined,and eager servants
- In addition to the hurly-burly ·vations will be accepted· through·; :,,
are at one's beck and call.
The first "feaste" shortly before eating atmosphere, with its happy April 10 for the Friday and SaturChristmas 1980, featured a boar's distractions of minstrels and day feastes. Tickets, $15 for lords
head dinner, costumes and music clowns, formal after-dinner enter- and ladies, $10 for scholars and
· from the 10th to 18th centuries, and tainment will be provided by sages, and $7 .50 for tykes, may be
a heady mix of jugglers, court madrigal singers and ensembles of purchased at the Music Office,
jesters, wizards, (the whole even- wood flutes, harpsichords and Hertz Hall, or by calling ( 509)
ing of food -and entertainment other period instrun1ents.
963-1216.
The whole evening, from the first
Last December's yuletide feaste· ,
hosted by· a stately king and his
queen) wandering minstrels and fanfare to the last lilting air, will was an early sell-out; Brummett
transport the partakers back to the encourages.those interested to call
strolling troubadors.
atmosphere, sights, sounds and for reservations soon.
The April 24 and 25 feastes,
beginning at 7 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom, feature a menu topped
off by Eine Kleine Ganz and Ros
Bif in Carre' with medieval cake
and an elegant wine toast to the

:br°'te .'s 1)°'~
ce\e -oo,tric\\i .

Ellensburg
Bicycle Shop
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now arid people are tired and excited but there will be a deep sense

Come.See Us
Tuesday - Frid~1y
12-6
Saturday 10-5

·llt J

S"''

10%

Off Storewide
if you 're wearing green
Tues March 17th only ,

We will give you 10% Discount on any item
in the store including items already reduced
5th and Ruby

Sunday - Monday
Closed

~

we give you more
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~xperience

music through others\

by Alan Hirsch
(Part 2)

Music is the passage of time and space in the same way our perceptions and sensations
are. As Peter Townsend asks in "Tommy"- - "Come on the Amazing Journey and lea~ ~n

- JUDl
. boplanesI or taking a rideon a cosmic
. tram
. I switc
. h you should know."
We11 I t hink i t ' s 1·me /build.mg
on summer from a slot machine/ yes can get anything you want to/ I know we've come
along wayI we're changing day to day but tell me/ where do the children playI
These wl.lrds written by Cat Stevens in 1970 are indicative of a problem rooted deep in our
culture; a society pushed by technological change at a rapid rate and has in this change lost
the essence or spirit of living. This problem I feel is reflected in our arts.
The best way to understand the sensations which music reflects is to listen to what is being
played and has been played over the history of music. For example here at Central there is
going to ba a jazz night tommorr.ow where live music will be played. This is an excellent opportunity to experience music and to shut down your stereo sets.
1

Rear what these musicians have to say. By listening to live music you can see and hear. In
this way you can become part of the process. Music is a process not only for the person playing but for the person listening. With live music you can transcend the two-dimensional
speakers and jump quantun leaps into the consciousness of other people.
Another way to experience music is to expand your tastes. Even though you may not enjoy
jazz, let a friend explain what he or she hears in the music; then try to relate. It is amazing
how different people hear totally different things in the same music.
Finally when you listen to music remember it all happened before. For example, before
you turn your ears off to "classical" music it is noteworthy that artists such as Listz toured
Europe and had a following of well wishers (groupies). Mozart slept on church floors, regarding his music as quality art. He wouldn't "sell out" for the easy jobs.
Music today is demonstrating this dissatisfaction with life. Cat Stevens uses a very interesting analogy in his song "Where Do The Children Play?" "I know we've come a long
way ... changing day to day ... but where do the children play?" Stevens is stating the problem in his own way. How then can we·, as a music public find our musical roots and spirit?
To retrieve what was lost.
One could draw a parallel between Listz and any rock superstar, Mozart and the classic
jazz player. Genuises such as Beethoven and Bach can be equally compared to the Beatles
and Todd Rundgren respectively. Music is like a circle; eternal and repetitious. The exact
style of, for instance, romantic music, may not come back again but the spirit or sensation
of that music certainly will.

CampU6 Papc.ba~k f)e6t6elle16
1. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birnbach. (Workman, $3.95.) Making the grade: humor.
2. The Brethren, by Bob Woodward & Scott Armstrong.
(Avon, $3.50.) Behind-the-scenes at the Supreme Court.

3. Free to Choose, by Milton & Rose· Friedman. (Avon,
$2.95.) How government affects the economy.

4. Smiley's People, by John le Carre. (Bantam, $3.50.)
British masterspy versus Russian counterpart: fiction.
5. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas A. Hofstadter.
(Vintage, $8.95.) Computer scientist's theory of reality.

6. Princess Daisy, by Judith Krantz. (Bantam, $~.95.) Woman's rise to international glamour set: fiction.

7. Stlll Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of love story: fiction.

.8. The Devil's Alternative, by Frederick Forsyth. (Bantam,
$3.50.) Imminent global disaster: fiction.

9. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
and wisdom of comic strip cat.

'Raging .B ull', 'ElephantMan'
head Oscar nominations
( 11/IJ/UI\ /JJgnf

.\t

ii \

\t'IT/d '

Nominations for the 53rd annual
Academy Awards were announced
last week. The awards will be
prcscnlcd on March 30th. Leading the
nominations with eight apiece are
"Raging Bull," the story of prizefighter Jake LaMolla and "The
Elephant Man," the sad tale of a
deformed man in victorian England.
Following these movies with seven
nominations is "Coal Miner's
Daughter,·' the moving tale of Loretta Lynn's plight to stardom. "Ordinary People," and "Fame'' captured six nominations.
Best picture nominees include
''Coal Miner's Daughter," "The
2.kphant Man," "Ordinary People",
.. Raging Bull" and. Roman
Polanski's "Tess."
The best actor nominees include
Robert DcNiro for "Raging Bull,"
Robert Duvall for "The Great Santini.'' John Hurt for "The Elephant

Man," Jack Lemmon for "Tribute ~'
and Peter O'Toole for "The Stunt
Man."
Nominated for best actress are
Mary Tyler Moore as the disturbed
mother in i.ordinary People," Ellen
Burstyn in "Resurrection," Goldie
Hawn in .. Private Benjamin" SisAy
Spacek in 'Coal Miner's Daughter"
and Gina Rowlands in .. Gloria."
Judd Hirsch and Timothy Hutton
received nominations as the best suppo rt ing actors for .. Ordinary
People... Also competing are Jason
Robards for "Melvin and Howard,"
Michael 0 'Keefe for "The Great sru tini" and Joe Pesci for HRaging
Bull."
Best Supporting actress nominees
are
liva Legallienne in
Resurrection," Eileen Brennan in
.. Private Benjamin," Kathy Moriarity in .. Ruging Bull," Diane Scarw· 1
in "Inside Moves" and Mary Steenburgen ·for "Melvin and Howard."
1

'

4

10. Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, by Betty
Edwards. (J.P. Tarcher, $8.95.) Anyone can draw.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. March 2, 1981.

The Gnostic-.Gospels, by Elaine Pagels. (Vintage, $2.95.)
Newly found fourth-century Christian manuscripts.
The Man who Kept the Secrets, by Thomas Powers. (Pocket, $3.50.) History of the C.l.A., centering on Helms era.

The Paladin, by Brian Garfield. (Bantam, $2.95.) Young
Englishman's daring exploits during World War II.
Association of American Publishers

Kittitas Valley
Community Hospital
"We're Here For You"
Coll and ask about
·our sp~cial services
603 South Chestnut

962-984!
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Sports
Biola ends Central's season
Cats drop national
NAIA opener 57-42
The Wildcats ·arri:ved in Kansas proved the Wildcats undoing. Bob
City with the worst field goal and Guptil, CWU sports information
freethrow team-percentages in the director, who traveled with the
· ·32-team field; and it took just one team, explained the move.
game· to prove the numbers ac- .. "They quit pressuring the ball
curate.
outside and sucked their players
" The 1981 squad dropped their in, which really cut off the
Tuesday afternoon opener to tenth- · indside."
ranked Biola College of LaMirada,
Forced to shoot from the outside,
Calif. 57-42. The loss marks only the 'Cats wound up taking some
the fourth time the 'Cats have been bad shots, and their shooting
eliminated their first time out in percentage drooped as a result.
their unprecedented 16 apAfter outscoring the Central 8-4
earances at the national tourna- in _a six and a half minute stretch
ment (This .year marks their fiye minutes into the second half,
eighth straight, a new NAIA na- the Californians put together nine
tional record).
unanswered points to take a 43-32
The Wildcats connected on just lead with 7: 19 to go and school was
32 percent of their field goals · out.
(18-of-57) and 50 percent of their
Having been outscored 17-4 in
.iree throws (6-of-12) in losing to a nine minutes of second-half play
team they beat last year by two and it was beginning to look as if
points.
their visit to K.C. was going to be a
Central, who's season was as up short one.
and down as a roller coaster on
It was. Central never threatened
many occasions, jumped to a 9-0 again and Biola won going away.
lead and led by as much as 13-2 and
"We were playing with good ef17-6 in the early going. But Biola fort, but they're just a fine defensoon turned the tables.
sive team," Central Coach Dean
The Eagles battled back to close Nicholson said. "We still felt we
the gap, although Central hung on had opportunities, but they outfor a precarious 21-20 halftime toughed us in there on the boards
lead.
and back here (in Kansas City) a
Playing a zone defense the entire lot of times that's what it boils
'lame, Biola made one minor ad- down to."
JUStment in the second half, which
"I don't want to say we didn't

shQot well enough,.we shot in tough
luck. The lid was just on the basket ·
for 'us," he said.
Lucky Taylor ·finished with 18
points and nine rebounds to pace
the Wildcats. Steve-Pudists added _
eight points and · eig~+ ..."i•rJ.1 - .,
and Mike Barney six ·p1nnts. ~en·
tral's second leading scorer. John
Harper, scored just twopoints .md
fouled out with three minui.t::s left.
The 6-7 junior did pull down eight
rebounds. ·
Wade Kirchameyer . led Biola
with 24.
While Central had trouble finding the range the Eagles suffered · · ·
from no ~uch malady. Biola sank .
22-of-40 field goal attempts (55 percent) and 13-oP2 freethrows ( 60
percent). TheE '.gles missed a bare
four bucket attempts 1' the second
half as hit 14-of-18 .sllul~, a sizzling
78 percent.
"We had a great early start,"
Nicholson said, ''and then - I don't
know - You'd like to do it over
again. I liked our situation at
halftime, but evidently there was
something I wasn't aware of,
because the second half turned into
a disaster."
Nicholson claims it was the same
old things that have plagued the
'Cats all year, did it again. "We
didn't hit some freethrows and
there was a lot of garbage pl9y off
Junior Vern Adams in action against the
the backboards."
Stars.
CWU fell 83-82 to the best of the rest.
Looking toward next year,
Nicholson, who is losing only three
players to graduation (Barney,
Howie Long and Jerome Collins)
says, "The cupboards aren't
bare." With the return of some key
players from this year and with the
recruits he's looking at, he claims,
"We have the nucleu.s for an excellent bask~tball team."

Hoopsters fall
to district Stars

by Alan Anderson

WILDCATS honored as District I
champions for-eighth straight time

Central cagers group , around 17-year coach D~an
Nicholson following the 'Cats tough 83-82 loss to the NAIA
District I All-Stars. Nichol~on (center) displays CWU's
eighth-straight championship plaque.

District I All-

In a final tuneup before departing for their eighth consecutive
national tournament appearance
in Kansas City, the Wildcats were
edged by the District I All-Stars.
83-82 one week ago tonight at
Nicholson pavilion.
Hosting the game for the second
straight year, the 'Cats had an opportunity to win the game - as they
have had so many times this
season - at the buzzer, but Lucky
Taylor missed a 15-foot sideliner
with :02 remaining to give the AllStars the game for the second·
year in a row. The All-Stars won
the inagural game last year 92-82.
Howie Long and John Holtman
each hit the front end of a one-andone to give CWU a 82-79 lead with
:57 left. .Simon Fraser's Jay
Triano, fo~r-time unanimous All. District pick, then sank a 15-footer
from the right side with :25 on the
clock and the All-Stars were down
by one, 82-81.
With :18 remaining, Seattle U's
Bob Kennedy fouled John Harper,
who missed the front of his bonus
situation. Ten seconds later Scott
Copan (Seattle U.) hit what was to
become the last score of the game,
· a 20-foot jump shot to give the ~Stars the win.
·"It was a good game for us,"
said Central coach Dean
Nicholson. "We didn't play well
down the stretch," he said, adding, "it's better than a practice."
"They were a good team with

quality personnel and it was a
good test for us," he said.
The All-Stars, made up of the
District I All-Star players picked
by the league coaches, were led by
league scoring champion Triano
with 15, Kennedy with 13, SF~~s
Mike Jackel with 12 and Tony
McWhirter of Whitman with 11. ·
Leading' the Wildcats was Long
with 18, Steve Pudists - who fouled
out with just under six minutes remaining - ·· With 17, 6-8 Lucky
Taylor with ·13, and Harper whc•
racked up 10. Mike Barney hit for
eight while Scott Tri and Ver11
Adams each scored six.
For the game, . Central hit
37-of-73 attempts from the field (51
percent) and 8-of-18 from the·
fr~ethrow line ( 44 percent).
The All-Stars scored on 32-of.:68
shots ftom the field (44 percent)
and' 19-of-31 from the charity line:
(61 percent)
The Wildcats out rebounded the
All-Stars 48-42 and committed ten
more fouls (29-19).
"It's a great thing - this game/'
said All-Star coach Jim Mastin of
Whitman, who along with St. Martin's Len Stev~ns was named
District I coach of the year. "What
this is, should be, and will always
remain is an opportunity for the
district champions to get a look at
a new team before they go on to
the nationals," he said.
"Our hope now," he stated, "i$
that Central goes back and wins
the NAIA championships."
,,.-
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Hoiness national runnerup
Central's C.D. Hoiness macie it
all the way to the finals before falling to one of the six winners from
team champion Central Oklahoma
University in the NAIA National
Wrestling Tournament last
weekend in Missouri.
Hoiness' second-place finish in
the 142-pound class topped a fine
effort by the Wildcats, who finished a respectable 21st - although
they fielded only a three-man
team.
In his opening match, Hoiness
decisioned Waco Carpenter of
Kearney State, Nebraska 8-5. He
then downed Brad Wartman of
Chicago State University 9-1. In the
quarterfinals he beat third-seeded
Ron Vorpahl of the University of
Wisconsin at Lacrosse 10-3.
Jesse Castro of Liberty Baptist
College in Pennsylvania was
Hoiness' victim in the semi-final
match. Castro came into the match
following a victory over the
second-seeded wrestler of the
142-pound division.
With the score notted at two
apiece and the match approaching
the final seonds, Castro, who was
in good position went for a
takedown, but stopped short.

Hoiness capatalized and kept moving, which resulted in a counter
and takedown with 10 seconds remaining. He won the match 4-2.
In the final match, Hoiness fell
behind opponent Alan Maddox early on a head-and-arm-move at the
side which resulted in a takedown
and a near fall costing him five
quick points. The Wildcat grappler
fought back but could never quite
make up the difference, staying
even with Maddox the rest of the
way.
"That one move just put him out
if it and he couldn't catch up
against a solid wrestler like Maddox," Central Coach Eric Beardsley said.
Although his team didn't finish in
the top ten, Beardsley, in his 22nd
year as the only coach Central has
ever had, came home anything but
empty-handed.
For his efforts over the last two
decades-plus, which included trips
to the nationals every year since he
came to Central and a secondplace tie for number of national
champions coached, Beardsley - a
CWU graduate himself - was inducted into the NAIA Coaching
Hall of Fame.

Also inducted was former CWU
wrestler Dennis Warren. A twotime All-American, Warren wrestled on the first Central team to compete in a national meet.
Hoiness, the leading rusher for
Central's football team last fall,
captured the Washington State Collegiate Championship and then
defended his 1980 regional crown
prior to competing in the nationals.
The two other 'Cats competing in
the tournament fell by the wayside
and were elimin~ted before
reaching the finals.
Two-time national runnerup Ron
Ellis, wrestling in the 126-pound
division, won his first three matches, but after being pinned by the
weight class' defending champion
in his fourth match, he was forced
to default his last match and finished eighth. Ellis reinjured the same
~ee that forced him to forfeit his
final match of the regional tournament.
Competing along with Ellis in the
126-poind division were the returning champions of both 1979 and
1980. Ellis himself made his fourth
straight appearance at the national meet, placing in the top eight
three of those four.

142-pound national runner-up C.D. Hoiness
Like Hoiness, Ellis also captured
in the wee held in
Ellensburg.
Central's third entrant, Richard
Esparza, wrestling at 160, dropped
.into the loser's bracket early in the
tourney and was eliminated when
the wrestler that beat him lost.
Oklahoma took six individual
championships on their way to the
team title and finished with 155¥4

a first-place

points. Adams State 'lf Nebraska
garnered second.
-· ·
The national meet next year is
being held at Pacific University at
Forect Grove Oregon, and according to Beardsley, "That's great
for us. We have a good nucleous
returning in the lower weights, and
with some recruiting in the higher
ones we'll offer a good representation of the northwest."

Baseballers look for
improved year
It's an old (and true) adage in
baseball that you'll only go as far
as your pitching and defense will
carry you.
For CWU, that wasn't very far
last year. The Wildcats, after a
, promising 13-9 start, lost their final
13 games incl,u ®tg six .to distri~t
champion - Lewis-Clark State
(Idaho), to finish with a 13-22
record.
More often than not, the CWU
pitching and defense was at fault.
A late-season batting slump ( CWU
was shutout in its final three
gaxr..es) added to coach Lee Day's
woes.
However, · hope springs eternal
and Day, beginning his third
_season at the Wildcat helm (36-38),
is optimistic about his club's
chances.
"I think our overall defense will
be stronger although we probably
don't have as much depth," said
the former CWU NAIA honorable
mention All-Amencan.
Pitching depth, however, is
something the 'Cats do have more
of. "Last year, we had only eight
pitchers and you can't play five
game a week and have anything
left for batting practice. Just our
number of pitchers alone should
help."
Returning on the mound are
CWU' s top three winners off the
1980 staff ·which posted a team
eE ned run average of 5. 75.
.A.' he returnees are senior
r ighthanders Brent Stevens
(Ca mas) and Earl Azeltine
(Chehalis) and junior righthander
Jon Granberg (Bellevue) .
Stevens posted a 4-5 record and
had a 4.28 ERA. Granberg was 3-5
with a 5.20 ERA and Azeltine won
three of seven decisions and compiled a 5.80 ERA.
'' All: three started and are back
with a year's experience," Day
pointed out, "and · that should
help."
In addition, Day's mound corps
also includes two other returnees,
a ·pair of transfers and two top
freshmen candidates. ·
Karl Lillquist (Coulee City, So.)
and David Crain (Federal Way,
1

So.) saw limited action a year ago.
Sam Clark (Selah, So.) transferred
from Whitman College and Desi
Storey are southpaws.
The freshmen are Dan Kain
from Seattle's Kennedy High
School and Terry Van Slyk from
Republic High School.
Stevens was the ace of lat year's
staff. ''He throws hard and has a
good slider," Day said. "He was ef..
fective early in the year when he
kept the ball down, but later he
started to get it up.
Azeltine throws with an easy motion and has a good curve and
slider, Day said. A foot injury slowed him a year ago.
Granberg keeps the ball down
and is sneaky quick. He seems to
be improved from the stretch position, Day said.
Both Kain and Clark have good
velocity. Storey, who may also
play in the outfield, isn't overly
quick, but he's smart, according to
the CWU coach.
Central player hopeful he can "cut" it
"All our pitchers have good size,
which is something we haven't had
the past couple of years," Day and is fundamentally sound on
At third base, the candidates are and was second in runs batted in
said.
defeqse. "If he continues to hit the Feist, who batted .375 last year in with 20 despite batting in the
Elsewhere the Wildcats return ball, he'll be in the lineup 40 at bats; Glenn Poland, a 1980 leadoff spot.
Dorman, a sophomore from Colfive players who saw some starting somewhere," Day sa.id.
squad member from Ventura,
Corra batted .235 and McGuire Calif.(So), and Puyallup frosh Ron umbia River High school, will join
duty last spring. Steve Rittereiser
Gettman in the outfield. He batted
(Vancouver, Jr.) returns behind hit .181 last year.
Balmer.
.340 as a freshman.
the plate. Mike Dorman (Van"We don't have a catcher who
Feist, from Gonzaga Prep High
The third outfield position is a
couver, So.), who started either at will hit for power," Day said,
School, played third base last sum- tossup. Candidates include Storey,
second base or in the outfield, is rating the position above average
mer in Spokane. Poland is rated Steve Hart (Snoqualmie, Jr.), Rich
also back as is part-time starter defensively but below average on
on defense and Balmer is a Anderson (Bremerton, Jr.), Kline
strong
Joe Feist (Spokane, Sr.) at second offense.
promising
freshmen, according to and frosh Mike Creagan from Fort
base. Dave Gettman (Topenish,
In the infield, Steve Azeltine
Day.
Vancouver High School in VanSo.), the team's leading hitter (Chehalis, So.), up from the JVs,
returns in the outfield. Designated and Meinhold, who batted .250 in
''Defensively, we are untested in couver.
Central begins its 53-game
hitter Matt Meinhold (Edmonds, his designated hitter role, are the
the infield except for Carlow," Day
Sunday, March 15 with a
schedule
Sr.) also returns.
first base candidates.
admitted, "but I think we will be
at Seattle Universidoubleheader
Day is eyeing Dave Jorgenson
Rittereiser batted .292 but is beimproved."
ty. The 'Cats are entered in the
ing pressed to.retain his position m (Fall City, Jr.), who didn't play
"The infield will be a definite Whitman College Invitational
the lineup. CWU's best defensive past year and Billy Carlow (Anplus offensively," Day continued. March 21-23 in Walla Walla.
catcher, he handles pitchers well chorage, Al., Jr.), a transfer from
'' Atamanchuk is capable of hitting
CWU, after ending its long
and very seldom lets the ball get Everett Community College at se.300.
Feist
hit
.375
last
year
and
association
with the Evergreen
passed him.
cond base. Carlow, rated a
Meinhold is a legitimate .300 hitter. Conference, is competing as an inChallenging Rittereiser is Ron · "super" defensive player, won't be
Carlow is also a capable hitter."
dependent this spring. It will be
Kline" (Seattle, Jr.), wtio played eligible until spring quarter.
junior varsity baseball at
Top shortstop candidates include
Gettman, the surprise of the 1980, seeking one of the two NAIA
'
Washington State two years ago, Jerry Atamanchuk (Surrey, B.C.,
season, returns in the outfield. An District I playoff berths.
"We are young and basically
letterman Gary Corra (Issaquah, Jr.), who saw some varsity action · excellent defensive player, he surSr.) and squad member Mike · at third base or possibly Donnan.
prised Day a year ago by leading untested in some key po~itions, but
Atamanchuk may be CWU's most
McGuire (Seattle, So.).
the team in batting at .396. He also I think we have &ome good ·
Kline hits the ball with authority improved player. ·
led the club in stolen bases with 13 athletes," Day said.
1
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Central women's soccer club
kicks off season on Saturday
by Bob Storino

For the second year in a row the
Central Womens' Soccer Club will
compete in the Washington State
..Women's Soccer Association.
The women strikers are coming
off a highly-succeeful 1980 season,
in which they finished second in the
state with a 10-2 record.
The 1981 season should prove to
be a little tougher, however, as the
Cats are moving up a notch to Second Division. A total of 15
seperate divisions make up the
WSWSA, with the First Division

offering the stiffest competition.
Despite the return of just five
starters from last year's squad,
Central Coach Chuck Hutavartchra remains optimistic.
"We hope to do as well, if not better, than we,did last year. We lost
over half the team , but picked up a
lot of good players that should fill
the open spots," Hutavarchtra
said.
Returning players include:
Brenda Hart (Fall City), Margaret
Boyle (Longview), Polky Beard
(Seattle), Jorjana Shattuck
(Olympia) and Molly Craig (Redmond).

, Team captain Hart thinks the
: women strikers have a chance but,
that "hard work and a lot of
dedication are the main factors for
the team to have another suc. cessful season."
. The Wildcats' open their season
at home this Saturday at 1 p.m.
behind Nicholson Pavilion next to
the football field. New players
wishing to tryout for the team may
do so by attending practices which
begin at 1 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
~omen's
.. -

fastpitch
underway
Having
turnouts
since the
middle of winter quarter in the

Sophomore John Holtman led the CWU JV team in scor~
ing, field goal and freethrow percentages, assists and tur·
novers.

Holt1nan, Haley and Pratt
nab JV statistic honors

~

John Holtman (Vancouver),
Byron Haley (Seattle) and Dean
Pratt (Ellensburg) won the 1980-81
statistical titles for CWU' s JV
basketball team.
Holtman, a sophomore, led the
team in scoring, averaging 20.2
points. He also led in field goal
percentae ( 48.9), free throw
percentage (75.2), assists (65) and
turnouvers (59).
Haley, also a sophomore, led in

steals with 39 and was second in
scoring (13.7), rebounding (105),
free throw percentage (71.2) and
turnovers (56). ·
Pratt was the squad's top rebounder with 116, including a
season high of 16· against Seattle
Pacific. He was third in scoring at
9.6.
The JVs finished with an 8-14
record under the direction of coach
Gil Coleman.

Nichol son Pavilion Fieldhouse, a
· women's fastpitch softball club has
been formed, hoping to soon become
a varsity sport.
As a club sport the team will
recieve no school funds to operate
on. Expenses for uniforms, equipment and travel will have to be met
by the club members themselves.
In an effort to raise enough money
to get the team going the club has
organized several fund-raising activities, including a throw-a-thon
last week. Thz team is also being
partially sponsor·ed by The Pizza
Place, owned by John Frazzini, a
strong CWU athletic supporter.
Dorthy Purser., longtime coach of
the Yakima Steelers and Webcats, both powerful amateur
womens fastpitch teams, has been
serving in an advisory capacity for
the club. Coaches for the fledgling
team are Alan Corey and Gary
Cote, who head up the Wenatchee
Chicks Class 'A' womens fastpitch
team which finished third in last
year's regional tournament in
: Portland. Corey says the talent is
there for a potentally strong team.
"Most of the girls have been
. working very hard and we've seen
much improvement over the winter,
although we could still use a few
more dedicated players. Whether
we've worked them enough to will
show this spring when we move outdoors to practice."
The club's schedule includes

~ii:F:tii~iiiiii==~~:iiii:~~~=:ii~n~~ teams from Eastern, Oregon State
~

•Ski
ft

Schweitzer
~
Sand Point,
Idaho

·Offers 15 % off

•
Area ·
•
..

Week Day Accomodations

Ask For: SPRING FEVER CURE

•

•

Beat The F.i nal's Blues

208 263-9555 for Retervations

·Donna Balmer, a CWU sophomore led the womens basket• t
ball team with a 9.8 pom -per-game average.

Balmer .c laims '81
CWU scoring title
Puyallup sophomore Donna
Balmer is the 1980-81 CWU
women's scoring champion.
Balmer, who averaged 8.1 points
as a freshman, averaged 9.8
points, including a 30-point outburst against Lewis-Clark State.
She also topped the team's assist
charts with 72.
other team statistical leaders included Tamie Shannon (Toledo),
Cheryl Holden (Zillah), and Ann
Barstow Tukwila).
Shannon, one of two seniors, led
in field goal percentage (44.4), re-

bounds (171) and blocked shots
(25). She was second in scoring
(8.7).
'
Holden, a sophomore was the top
free throw shooter (80.4) and third ·
in scoring (7.8). Barstow, a junior
from Foster High School, led in
steals (54), turnovers (107) and
fouls (83) and was second in assists
(66) and fourth in scoring (7.3)
Coach Dorothy Purser's
Wildcats finished with an 11-15
record. They were 4-10 in the Nor'.'
thwest Empire League. · , ·' · ; :

Bergsvik takes top
8-ball tourney honors
Gary Bergsvik took top honors in · ware, which was good for $10 as
the second 8-Ball tournament of well. -Fred Hajduk (4th), Ed~e
the quarter in the SUB Games Hansen (5th) and aob Dryer (6th)
Room last Tuesday and Thursday. took home · a large, medium and
For his efforts in the 21-entrant small pizza respectively.
tourney, which wa~ sponsored by
As top woman finisher in the
the Games Room arid The Pizza
event, which dissallowed slop and
PLace, · owned
by local
required the one and 15 .bans to ·be
businessman John Frazzini,
sunk in opposite side pockets,
Bergsvik took home $20 and the
Noreen Dryer took home a trophy
first-place trophy.
for her efforts.
The second-place trophy and $10
Another 8-Ball tournament ·is in
went to Ed Davis. Kevin Grandy
· captured the third-place hard- the works for early next qua~er.

University, Fort Steilacom and city
league teams from Wenatchee and
Yakima. Their opener is set for
April 11, in Cheney.
· Players wishing to tryout for the
club wilJ be able to do so on April
1, 2 and 3 at 3 p.m. on the field
nearest the baseball diamond.
The CWU track team hosts their
For further information, contact
first meet in two years Saturday,
Maureen Maloney (925-4733), Gina
as both Spokane and Everett ComKlewin (963-1529) or Rhonda Martin
munity Colleges travel to
(963-2337).

CWU hosts track meet Saturday

FOREIGN CA.R
REPAIRS AND PARTS

vw
DATSUN
TOYOTA
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
· I·603 Nort~ Main
92.5~55~_9-

J&s~r:s:a~~s:=U1S1:s:s:~a;ss~r:s:a:sss:as"!~1 ~.:zz::z=a::=~aca::s:a:Kz:IDCll:K:ll;~iCICli~ZZ::IClieiq

· Ellensburg for a double dual competition.
.
In use for the first time, is Central's new ruberized track, which
because it was set too hard, should
make the meet an exceptionally
fast one.
"Our middle distances will be
awesome," said Assistant Coach
Tim Hart. Most of these runners
are from the Central cross country
team, which placed fifth in the
NAIA national meet this year.
"Our high jump is really tough as
well," he said, even though CWU's
national qualifier is in the injured
list and won't be able to compete •
Something plaguing the
tracksters thus far has been the
reappearance of previous injuries.
"I don't know what the problem
is," Hart said "but a lot of old in·
juries seem to coming back.
The meet will begin at 11 :30
SatUrday morning.

.l:"at;-::
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Kennedy is top finisher :
1-

wimmers:finish season 12th ~t national meet

by Alan Anderson

The University of Wisconsin ·at the returnees, there's one thing for
Eau Claire and Minnesota's sure, "We definitely have to have
Bemidji State University rounded some new people if we expect to do
out the top five with 176 and 174 anything more next year,"
Gregson said.
points respectively.
"I'm pretty enthused right now, ·
"It wasn't one of our better national meets," coach Bob Gregson which is unusual for the number of
said, "but then it wasn't one of our weekends we've been on the road," ·
better teams. We did fine for what Gregson ·said. "And I feel good
we had, and it's about what we ex- · about the people. It just goes to
show, winning is~'t everything."
pected to do."
The Wildcats finished with a dual
As for next year, the 'Cats aren't
losing anyone to graduation, but meet record of 13-7, and finished
Gregson expects a few people second place to Simon Fraser for
won't be returning. Regardless of the District I title.

The CWU men's swim team
traveled to the national meet
without hopes of a top-ten finish,
SQmething they've accomplished
every year since 1969. And it's a
good thing their expectations
weren't set too high.
The six-member team finished
12th place overall and failed · to
qualify a man for the ch~pion
ship finals, a result · of the
nwnerous losses they suffered to
academic ineligibility early this
quarter.
Bob Kennedy was the Wildcat's
top place-finisher with his eighth
CWU swimmer Bob Kenne~y
place in the 200 meter backstroke.
____________._. ._. Campus Crieri----_______......_________
His time of a 2: 11.3, bettered a
CWU school record when converted to a yards time. Kennedy
Orienteering provides the fun of enter at a meet ranging from white ·. Edito •
Sheila Countryman_
was also 13th place in the 100 ba~k being outdoors with the certainty (similar to novice) to blue (~d- ) Busin~~s Manager:
Walt Cornelison
with his mark of 1: OU.
of learning a valuable skill. It is the vance~ or expert). Th~ novice . Advertising Manager
Peggy Bingham
The second highest finish was art of navigating, on foot, through class is less than ~ee kilo~eters Faculty Advisor:
John P. Foster· •
turned in by Kirk Fletcher in the an unknown course with the use of long and checkpomts are m obStaff
vious locations. Entrants need on100 meter breaststroke. Fletcher's a map and compass.
1: 08.6 was a ninth place finish for
It has long been a popular sport ly basic map-reading skills.
JillJones ·
Heidi Persson
CWU. He also finished 12th in the in Europe, where they . comfuct
'l'he difficulty increases with~! Alan Anderson
David
Bushnell
Laurie
Kay
Cindy Phipps
200 breast with a 2:32.2.
each
class
until
the
courses
are
organized meets · which test both
Doug Keith
Pat Reed
The 400 medley relay team of · navigating skills and stamina. slightly less than 12 kilometers, Doreen Cartwright
1
Charles K. Lwanga
Jan Richards •
Kennedy, Fletcher, Tom Dunning Recently, it has taken hold in the with .eight to 15 checkpoints, and Diane Coburn
Kevin Marketon
Wade Riley
require good map and compass Leroy Cruse
and Wil Delony finished third in the
Matt McGillen
Steve Sparks
skills as well as the ability to deter- Cynthia Foster
consolation finals with their 4:04.1, United States and Canada.
Donald Freestone
Mike McMullin
Gretchen Stohr
An Orienteering meet is run mine distance by pace counting.
apd the 400 freestyle relay team of
susan·Palmer
Cara Underwood
Orienteering is a great way to Carla Glanzman
Kennedy, Delony, Dunning and much the same way as crossStan Peery
- Krista Kortwn
Bruce :Fletcher nabbed 10th place country car rally. Before each develop the heart and lungs and an Grant Jonnson
meet the course is marked with excellent way to "get back to
with a time of 3:37.6.
Simon Fraser, who has won the checkpoints and the entrant marks nature".
The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the •
There will be a meet this Sunday mass media department. During the academic year the Campus Crier is
national title every year since 1972, " them on his/her map. Whenever a
was dethroned this year by checkpoint is reached the time is , with both novice and intermediate published weekly with biweekly publication during summer quarter.
Letters to the editor are welcome but may be condensed to fill available
Missouri's Drury College who punched in and recorded. Whoever courses. Registration is from 12 to
chalked up 483 points. The finishes the · course in the least 2 p.m. at the SUB east patio. The space. All letters must be typed, double-spaced and signed with the ·
fee is $1 for EOC members and senders name, address and phone number submitted to the Crier no later
Clansmen t!ed Penver University amount wins.
than Monday for publication in the next issue.
witll 304 points for seeond place. \ There are a variety of classes t~ $1.50 for non-meipbers.

Orienteering

Thesportofthefuture?
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Sandy Ullom

honors
Prof. Lowther

CWU grad a success
by Gretchen Stohr
Sandy Ullom, a 1977 grgduate of
Central is presently workipg in the
field she was trained for. Ullom, a
leisure · service major, · is c~
manager of the Ellensburg
Racketball Club_.

by Kevin Marketon

Dr. Larry Lowther, professor of
history at Central, was honored by
the Kittitas County Action Council
last week. The award was given in
appreciation for the outstanding
service he has provided the community as chairman of KCAC's
~ board of directors since 1968•.
. Jerry Priori, deputy director of
KCAC, said, "He is a mainstay jn
espousing the needs of low-income
people in the community.''
When Lowther received the
award, he expressed his gratitude
by saying, ".I have been honored to
be a part of KCAC and I am also
privileged to see it grow."
Lowther .also praised other
board members for their volunteer
spirit, saying it is what makes
America strong.
The award was presented at the
"* First Lutheran Church in
Ellensburg.

"It was kind of a freak accident.
I just fell into it," she ~id in a re-

·
cent interview.
Now she is "averaging six days a
week", along with co-manager
Denis Roberts, at the Racketball
Club.
Ullom is no stranger to hard
work. She spent her undergraduate
years involved in organizing arts
and crafts workshops for Central

, students and a playground program for the children of the summer school students.
From there she moved to working with children and senior ·
citizens during her internship at
Green Lake Center for the Seattle
Parks and · Recreation Department.
Upon graduating, Ullom found a
job with the Seattle Tennis Club .
where her duties included programming activities in the Coliseum and Southgate Mall.
Now, she's back where she
started working to make the
Racketball Club as much of a success in its second year as it was in
its first.

Washington
Stewart said it is an added bonus
for Morrison to have someone in
"Gretchen called up on Dec. 14 ·his office from his district.
· at 5:30 p.m. and told me, 'Sure, you
She has nothing but praise for
can have a job,'," said Stewart,
who was given a choice of jobs and her future employer. "He really
job-sites - Yakima or Washington cares about people," she said,
"and I don't mean that as an old
D.C.
• Under general title of Congres- cliche - he really listens."
As for the future, Stewart would
sional staff, Stewart said her
duties will vary from setting up like to get her law degree and is
tours to doing research and writing considering taking night classes
reports.
while in D.C.

,.. con_tinued from p. 3

Her parents, John and Carolyn
Stewart of Yakima, are financing
her move to Washington, D.C. She
said they are really excited but apprehensive about it "Their baby in
the big city," she smiled.
A 1977 graduate of Old Mill
Senior High School in Maryland,
Stewart say politics is a long way
from her original career choice of
being an actress. But if Ronald
Reagan can switch...

'Ambassadors' scholarships announced
A special fund, to assist college
students who may need financial
aid to go abroad this summer as
"YMCA World Ambassadors", has
been announced by Walter S.
"Mack, Chairman fo the Board of
King Cola World Corporation.
YMCA World Ambassadors are '
young collge students who are
recruited to go as volunteers to
various parts of the world to help
develop the peace objective among
"the peoples of the world, including
Africa, Asia, Europe, and the
Americas.
In those localities, the "Ambassadors" work as volunteers in
various service projects, including
camp counseling, conversational
English teaching, rural development work camps, YMCA intern
training, day-care center activity

and·missionary hospital service.
For the summer experience of
5-7 weeks--and since the projects
usually take place in develping
nations--participants ordinarily
pay their own travel and living expenses, so as not to be a burden on
the host country or the local community. These expenses, which are
about $1500 to $2000 (depending on
location and duration) cover round
trip air fare, and modest, but adequate room and board. Each team
stays at some time at a private
home abroad, to enhance intercultural understanding.
The World Ambassador project
has been described as a "mini
Peace· Corps."
Because being a YMCA World
Ambassador is such a significant
learning opportunity, most colleges/universities allow college

credit. Each institution works out
its own credit arrangements with
its own students. The proposed
summer of 1981 YMCA World Ambassadors Project includes Egypt,
India, Taiwan, Costa Rica,
Nigeria, Ireland and many more.
A list of estimated costs is provided for each area.
An impartial Judging Committee, headed by officers and directors of the King Cola Foundation,
will judge applicants for this
assistance.
.
Applications should be made on
the fonn which is avialable in the
financial aid office, and mailed to:
King Cola Ftind for YMCA World
Ambassadors
445 Park Avenue, Suite 304
New York, N.Y. 10022
Attn: Mr. Walter S. Mack, Chairman, King Cola World Corporation,

Year after year, semester after semester, the
CollegeMaster from Fidelity Union Life has been
the most accepted, most popular plan on campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster
Field Associate in your area:
925-4175.

"Our business is

going places"

'1BRAKEIOR
ARTESIANS"
"I like drivin' for Olympia.
Real good company Real
good beer But there's one
thing I learned a long time
ago. ItS the Artesian brewing
water that makes Oly taste
so good. So when I'm drivin'
anywhere near the brewery,
I watch out for Artesians.
They'll run right out in front
of you. Don'.t look or nothin''.

1

Don Cleman
925-4175.

''lt'S ..--waler''
Heather
&Margie

925-6961 .

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
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Centraline
Nerd night Friday

Organization of Grotto club
If you are interested in forming a Central Washington Grotto (club) of

Journ.alism ·
workshop <

Everyone has something hanging in their closet they wouldn't be
the National Spelelogical Society, stay posted for the date and place of caught dead in - so now's the time to wear it. Take out your contacts and
put on your glasses cuz this Friday night is NERD NIGHT at the
our organizational meeting.
Horseshoe Tavern. Dust of your Nehru jacket, Bobby Sherman t-shirt and
For further information contact Dr. Farkas, Lind Hall,. 204, 963-1705.
A two-week Urban Journalism
find a nifty P¢ncil pocket holder. Those flood-stage pants· you've been
Workshop,
designed to encourage
meaning to throw out will be perfect for the occassion. Action starts at ·
C
7: 30 (Nerds are never fashionably late) See you there with your white SOX minority high school students to
consider journalism careers will
If you are confused about your future consider taking EXST 110 Career · on! Sponsored by who else? The Girls' Club.
be held on campus June 22 to July
and Llfe Exploration. This class will help you in setting goals, exploring
3.
values, discovering occupational interests, searching occupational inforThe workshop will be conducted
mation, making decisions, .exploring .community resources, and value
by the CWU Mass Media program
analysis . .
Hypnosis and Dehypnosis will be the topic of a discussion for Law and faculty with.the sponsorship of the
It is a one credit course that meets once a week. Only two sections are Justice on Monday, Marc}l 16 in the Psychology building, 256. The discus- Newspaper Fund, Inc., a national
being offered this Spring.
sion will focus ·on uses by school, police, television and recordings.
· organization, the Yakima HeraldRepublic . and ·other area
newspapers.
James Goodrich, director of the
grad~ation
CWU Mass 'Media program,
Wenatchee Campfire - Camp Zanika, Posiiions. available include:
Applications are now being a·ccepted in the Registrar's office for Spring reported that 15 ·minority hlgh
Cabin counselor, unit coordinator, watedront swimming; ~urs~, business
Quarter graduation. The deadline to apply is April 13.
school students will be invited -to
manager, _cc;>okS; maintenance;
.
If you are plannjng to complete degree requirements Summer Quarter partiCipate in the project.
Interview date is set for Thursday, March 12, 1981, from 1-4 p.m. Sign·Stude!lts will .receive training in
ups and applications are av~ilable in the Studenf Employment Office~ ·· but wish to participate in Commencement this Spring, please apply in the
Registrar's offiee beginning April 1. .Applications will not be accepted Writing, photography and editing,
Barge.Hall 205.
·
before that time. Summer graduates will be allowed to participate in as well as participaing in field trips
Commencement on ·a space available basis only.
to the Seattle Times and · the
Yakima Herald-Republic.
Qualified minority students may
Camp :f{oganunda - Interview ·date is set for Wednesday, April 8, from
9-5 p.m. Sign-ups and applications are available in the Student Employ- · Suminer trip to New York planned for all interested in meeting with top apply now for participation in the
ment Office, Barge'205. Positions include: unit counselor, unit director, corporate executives, evening entertainment on Broadway, and possible Urban Jounalism _Workshop. Apnurse, roving counselor, horse counselor, creative arts counselor, head job connections. Trip will start June 16 through the 23rd. If interested con- . plicatiQn fonns have been mailed
to high school g\Udance.counselors
cook, cooks, swim director.
·
tact Alan at 925:-1335.
·
and journalism advisors, and .a re
'1,lso available at. CWU's · Mass.
~oncert
Media Department: ·
a~nistrative
. .
.
.
.
. Participants for the workshop
01) March 15 at 4 p.m. the First Baptist Church of Ellensburg will pre- : will be .selected on the quality of
On April 2 the Dept. of Navy will be interviewing students for civilian
co-op adininistrative positions. These jobs are great learning experiences sent a special concert to dedicate the piano and organ recently"donated to their school · work the extent of
. the c~~ch. The co?cert_ will featnre· ~ var~ety of musicians from the com- · their interest injo~alism and the
and pay $4.70 to $5.90 an hour.
The following areas are opon: accounting, supply ·management, pro- muruty and the un1vers1ty. A reception will follow the concert. Everyone recommendation of their instrucgram analyst, personnel management, housing management, manage- is invited to attend this event at the First Baptist Church, Fourth and tors.
ment analyst, quality and reliability assurance specialists, statistician, Sprague. ·
industrial .specialist, automatfo data processing and transportation
management.
The following majors are urged to apply: accounting, business administration (all specialty areas), mathematics, psychology, sociology,
Spring Cleaning? Let us be of help. CWU International Club is planning Calico cat named Taffy lost in Student Village
i dustrial distribution and computer science.
a Rummage Sale to help raise funds for its club activities. We need items area. If you have any infonnation please call.
·.
.
If you have a minor in these areas, you are also invited to apply. Some to sell: Old, unused furniture, household applianc~s destined for discard 925-2096.
positions start at the beginning of summer. Due to tight budget, most by you would be welcomed .by us! So remember U.s during your spring
positions start Aug. 31 and go through December. All students who feel cleariing. We can be reached at: Tatsu 963-32a7; Dan 962-6979; InternaWanted McDonald's'stamps
Interested in purchasing the following stamps:
t ey would like to become involved with the Civilian Navy Administration
tional Programs office 963-3612.
514, 515, 524, Ml. Will negotiate prices. Call
~.,o-op program contact th.e Co-op/internship office, Barge Hall, 307 or call
962-9'll3 or 963-1026 and ask for Sheila .
.;33-2404. .
Sleeping rooms for rent: $60 per month, $00 per
~r
month. 609 No. Main.

•
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Career expl OratIOn
aSS

Hypnosis discussion ·

Campfire canip positions_

Applications for ·spring

hiterviews for camp work ·

Trip to 'Big Apple' planned

Naval

positions

First Baptist

Rummage sale

Registration f

Classified Ads

placement files

I
News from the library
l A selected, partially annotated list of new books from the Central

PLACEMENT REGISTRATION AND JOB NOTIFICATION: Seniors
)TUDY ABROAD THIS SUMMER - Kenya
who are graduating in March, or who will be doing field studies, intern- · France England Ireland Germany China! 15
ships, etc~; during Spring Quarter, should set up their placement files credits. Shoreline Community College, 16101
Library. On the new bookshelves, Room 203, March 12-16.
before leaving campus. Registration papers may be picked .up at Barge Greenwood N. Seattle, WA 98133 (206) 546-4101. "l1
105.
The Femuust Women's Healih Center provides
abortions and free pregnancy screenmg. For
R.F. Leslie, editor. History of Poland since 1863. 1980.
further information or appointment call
Confer.ence on East Asian Security in the 1980's, Santa Monica, Calif.
575-6422.
1979• .
MARCH GRADS- MAILING UST: March graduates who have already
John B. Kelly. Arabia, the gulf, and the we~t. 1980.
registered with Placement Center, and will be leaving Ellensburg; should OVERSEAS JOBS - Swnmer/year round.
Nilliam S. Berlin. On the edge of politics, the roots of Jewish political
S.Amer., Australia,, Asia. All fields. •
come in and complete the mailing list card in order to be notified of posi- Europe,
~1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info.
• bought iii America. 1978.
tions. Incidentally, if you have already accepted a position, please let us Write IJC Box 52-WA3, Carona Del Mar. CA
I J ohn Marshall. Papers of John Marshall. Volume 1. .
9261.!i.
know the details, so we can keep our records current. .
.,, &lise Boulding. Women, the fifth world. 1980.
·
I iobert Heilbroner. Worldly philosophers, the lives, times, and ideas of
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research
.~atalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive listings! .he great econo~c thinkers. 1980.
Rusb $1 (refundable). Box 25097C, Los
Tames W. Scott et al. EditQrs. Oil in Washington waters. 1978.
· _Angelas, CA 90025. (213) 477-3226.
" '
,: John Harris. Violence and,responsibility. 1980.
·
CWU drama department presentS: The Shadow Box by Michael
' Aariann Winick. Tel~vision experience, wnat children see. 1979.
Cristofer. Directed by John Feigen the play runs March 12, 13, 14 at the
JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/yt»:.:ar-rqund.
~arnegie Council on r · "lcy S' lies in Higher Education. Giving youth a Threepenny Playhouse (Barge Hall). Admission is free.
, ~2000 monthly! Parks, Fisheries, Nursing
etter chance, options tor ec:. 'ition, work, and service, a report. 1979.
and more! 1981 Employer listings, infonnation
guide. $4. Alasco, Box 9337, San J~. CA 95157.
1eorge Woodcock. World of C~nadian writing, critiques and recolletions.
. 980.
~pplications
matole Broyard. Men, Wome~; and other anticlimaxes. 1980~
ELECTROLYSIS
~oston Coloquium for. the phi.losophy of science. Boston studies in the ·Applictions for financial aid for 1981-82 are available in the Office of · Permanent removal of unwanted hair: Private
.
"al Aid B
H ll 209 St d ts h
l · f f"
· · and confidential. For more information call ti
F manci
hilosophy of science~ Proce~dings. Vol. 60.
' arge a
· u en w o are app ymg or mancial aid Midge Standley. ·925-4353.
-,eter H. Huyck. Design and memory, computer programmfug in the 2oth at Centr~l fo~ 1981-82 must c~mplete the ,Fin~~i~l ~d Form and the Cenentury. 1980.
. .:
.
·
· tr~l a~plicatio~ form. Deadline date fo~ subrru~s1on 1s Marc~ 15, 1~81. Ap- Cash for handguns, rifles, shotgwis. Call
1alter M. Mathews ed. '. Monster for messiah. The computers impact on plicabons recieved after March 15 will rece1ye full consideration -but William, evenings at 925-5937.
ociety. 1980.
awards to late applicants will depend solely on availability of funds after
ames A. Ruffner. Weather ahnanc. 1980.
awards have been made to "on· time" applicants. · Undergraduate House-sit or share expenses for summer first
Mature female .with 7 yr. old girl.
,ord Zuckerman. Grea~ zoo~ of the world, their origins and significance. students are, also.' required to· appl~ ~or. :B~sic Educational Opportunity sessoin.
J8o.
, · . _·. ·
Grants. The Basic Grant application IS mcluded on the Scholarship 962-6768/627-4210.
Financil Aid Form.
REWARD
IEWIN REFERENCE:
For lost blue plastic keychain with approx. 7
Iigh Fidelty, Records in review. 1980. (in the music library)
keys in N/Pav. Call 925-4836.
~ntoinette Maleady. Index to .record and tape reviews, a classical music
120 acre experimental farm, working with
uying guide. 1979. (in the music library)
JOB LISTINGS: CWU students, on campus and still seeking a position, plant intelligences, seeks highly motivated,
tudent guide to fellowships and internships. 1980.
should check the job listing books at Career Planning and Placement gentle people to share work proceeds and experiences. 968-3235,.evenings.
•
tobert W. Osler. Glossary of insurance terms.
Center, Barge 105. Job listings are typed on a day-to-day basis.

Ii

Addresses needed for March .grads

1

Shadow Box to he presented

Aid

available

1

Job listing books available
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E.Z. Wolf by'led Richards

Comics
CONSUMER CARNIVAL
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by GIUFFRE

ALEX IN WONDERLAND

by Bob Cordray

HEY, ALE)(,GIJESS

ON TME GOLF

WMAT ! I BROKE A
MUNDRED TODAY!

IN THE SUPERMARKET!

COURSE?

-Stereotypes ·

PISCES

by EDDY ELIA
"IOU CAN TELL WE'RE tJ0W GOitlG

TWROUCiK R CURRENT OF FR£$MWAT

........

.·: ··.;:

~
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Gucci PUNK" ...
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·Would you believe I'm.the Evel Knievel
of the college beer set ~

F~KLY SPEAKING

phil frank
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Student doesn't .want to be average
I

by Glenda Wallace
"I don't want to be average,"
says Michelle Prentice, but considering her achievements so far,
she has little to worry about on that
score.
Daughter of John and Marcella
Johnston, the 1980 graduate of
Yakima's Eisenhower High School
is studying early childhood education at <*- •tral.
"I've always loved kids; I can
see eye to eye with them," Prentice quips, measuring a healthy 5
foot, 4 an{ 3/4 inches.
"Seriously," she affirms, "they
accept me for what I am." And
that is important to Prentice,. who
has fought through her school
years to be allowed her individuality.
By her own description she is-an
out-going person, but Prentice admits she has a dominant personality.
.Prentice attributes her trait of
taking charge to playing surrogate
mothe... to her younger siblings.
· Her parents' remarriage adde<l
another half dozen brothers and
sisters to the family in one fell
swoop.
As a high school freshman, Pren·
tice was eager to travel abroads
but she was considered too young.
In 19J8, she got her chance. The
Yakima Rotarians were sponsoring a "Rotary Exchange" program.
Her initial choice was to visit
Japan, land of bridges and gentle
people, but it was thought
Australia would be a better
destination.

"I guess they thought I'd stick students every year throughout the
out. . .I'm not exactly shy and state, helped ln her ultimate deciretiring," she said.
sion to attend Central.
Now working seven to eight
Prentice stayed with several
Australian Rotary-member hours a week at CWU's Academic
families.
Affairs office, Prentice said the job ·
For eleven months she lived in a helps her avoid the problems most
flat-terrained, outback mining freshmen face.
town called Broken Hill with a . "If I have a question concerning
population of 30,000.
my class schedule, I know whom to
''The Austr~lians are more ask," she said confidently.
She is also involved in Central' s
friendly, but the atmosphere is like
something out of the past,'' Pren- · Residence Hall Council, a student
tice said, describing the contrasts organization acting as lia son bet. ween .residence halls and CWU's ·
she experienced.
administration.
According to Prentice, even
though it wasn't a small town, a
As members of the Pacific I
small town atmosphere prevailed Association of College and Univerin Broken Hill. Everybody knew sity Residence Halls (PACURH),
everybody's business, she said.
Prentice and other council staff
In the remote mining town, said members travelled to Texas in
Prentice, the pastimes are "footie January for the national board of
and beer."
directors' semi-annual meeting.
They will return in May for the na-·
"Honest," she laughed. "They tional conference.
,..
play footie, which is like our footPrentice is currently associate
ball, except the ball is oblong and director for .Central's PACURH
they pass it backward while runn- chapter. Her job is that of recruiter
ing forwards."
·
and lia:.son between schools in
Prentice said the American Washington as well as Oregon,
pastime-television-was almost California, Nevada, Hawaii, Guam
non-existent in Broken Hill. and Alaska. She is contacting
Australian television is filled till schools to organize a regional con3: 30 in the afternoon with educa- ference next November on the Cen- ·
tional programming and goes ·off tral campus.
the air promptly at 11 p.m.
"What I'm doing with RHC isn't .
Back in the U.S.A. by the middle solely for myself," Prentice ex- ,
of July; 1979, Prentice turned her plained. ''It will benefit the region
thoughts . to college. She was and the school as welt"
"I'm broadening my horizons,
deliberating between the University of Washington and Central gaining knowledge and finding new
because "both have good educa- alleys to take," she said..
Yes, Prentice doesn't want to be
tion programs."
Winning the Central Investment average ..... .
Fund Scholarship, awarded to 50
1

Michelle Prentice
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OUR SPORTY

. CIVIC.

,_

The 1981 Honda Civic GL is our sporty
hatchback. Its peppy 1488cc engine is teamed
with the 5-speed manual transmission and Honda
engineering refinements for sportive performance
and handling.
Fun to drive, and fuel efficient* too.

FOR YOUR
BOOKS·

.

~ANYTIME.·

·J errol's will buy.back used books p~ovided they are·your own books; '
they will be used again; they are needed because of a depleted
inventory and they_are in good condition· for resale.
Any current edition textbook, whether being used on this campus or
not, will probably have some wholesale value. A m:ajor wholesaler is .
represented and their catalog will be consulted .for their offering
·
price.

mm~mm
.We make it simple.

Jerrol's will rep~esent the Wholesaler and buy your book for them.·
To sell y~ur books, you do not need your sales receipt.

r

'

•

'*
925-9851

111 EAST 8th STREET

.17th & Terrace Hts~ Way 575.. 1090

Open Suno 11 ..4 p.rn. Yakima
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